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Abstract This work develops concepts related to the going-up property in commutative ring theory. In Chapter 1, we collect some facts in commutative ring theory essential for understanding this work. In Chapter 2, we focus on concepts related to the notion of "quasi-going-up," as defined by Dobbs and Fontana. We define quasi-going-up domains and develop various results for quasi-going-up domains. Such results include a characterization of quasi-going-up domains in terms of going-down domains, results concerning ascent and descent, and various necessary and sufficient conditions for a domain to be a quasi-going-up domain. We next introduce the related concepts of "absolutely quasi-going-up domains" and "universally quasi-going-up domains". We characterize both absolutely quasi-going-up domains and universally quasi-going-up domains. We conclude Chapter 2 by introducing and briefly studying the "quasi­going-up ring" notion, which generalizes the concept of "quasi-going-up domains". In Chapter 3, we define the notion of "generalized going-up" analogously to the notion of "generalized going-down" that was recently introduced by Dobbs, Fontana, and G. Pica vet. We develop analogous results for arbitrary ring homomorphisms satisfying the generalized going-up property. We conclude Chapter 3 with a discussion of 2-chain morphisms ( or subtrusive morphisms) and show that universally 2-chain morphisms descend the generalized going-up property. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION Throughout this work , all rings are commutative with 1 =/= 0 ,  and all ring homomorphisms (in particular , all ring inclusions )  are unital. By convention , all prime ideals of a ring are proper . We assume the reader is well-versed in basic commutative algebra as described in [29 ], [31 ], and [36]. Familiarity with Papick's thesis [41 ] and with the going-down survey article of Dobbs and Papick [28] will be helpful . The reader will also want to be acquainted with Fontana's Annali paper [3 0] on pullbacks. We proceed to discuss some background material. The following definitions lay the foundation for this entire work. Definition 1.1. [36, p. 28] Suppose R and T are rings such that R � T. Then the pair R � T may have one or more of the following properties. 
Lying-over (LO). For any prime ideal P of R, there exists a prime ideal Q of T with Q n R = P. 
Incomparable (INC ) .  Two different prime ideals of T with the same contraction to R cannot be comparable. 
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Going-up (GU). Given prime ideals P �Po of R and Q of T with Q n R = P, there exists a prime ideal Q0 of T satisfying Q � Qo and Qo n R = Po. 
Going-down (GD). Given prime ideals P � P0 of R and Qo of T with QonR = 
Po, there exists a prime ideal Q of T satisfying Q � Q0 and Q n R = P. The only implication that holds among these properties is GU => LO for a pair of rings R � T [36, Theorem 42]. An overring of a( n integral ) domain R is a domain containing R and contained in the quotient field of R {which we designate by qf{R )) . More generally , an overring of an arbitrary ring S is a ring containing S and contained in the total quotient ring of S {which we designate by tq(S)) . As in [8] and (26], a domain R is called a going-down domain if R � T satisfies going-down for each averring T of R .  The most natural examples of going-down domains are Priifer domains and the domains of (Krull ) dimension at most 1 {cf . [28, p. 273]) . As in [17], a ring R is called a 
going-down ring if R/ P is a going-down domain for each (equivalently , each minimal ) prime ideal P of R. A domain is a going-down ring if and only if it is a going-down domain [17, Remark (a), p. 4]; any ring of dimension at most 1 is a going-down ring [17, Proposition 2. 1 (c ) ]; a finite ring product R1 x • · · x � is a going-down ring if and only if each � is a going-down ring [17, Proposition 2. 1 (b )]; but there exists a going-down ring R and an averring T of R such that R � T does not satisfy GD [17, Example 1, p. 9 ]. If R is a  domain and A is an R -submodule of qf{R), then the conductor of R 
in A, which we designate by (R : A), is { u E qf{R) I uA � R }. The symbol dim{R) denotes the Krull dimension of the ring R .  The set of prime ideals of R is denoted by Spec(R), and the subsets of all the maximal ideals 2 
of R and all the minimal prime ideals of R are denoted by Max(R) and Min(R), respectively. Unless otherwise specified, Spec(R) is endowed with the Zariski topology (cf. [ 29, p. 55 ] ). Following [8], R is said to be treed if no maximal ideal of R contains two incomparable prime ideals of R. Let R � T be an extension of rings. The integral closure of R in T is the set of all elements t of T such that t is a root of a monic polynomial with coefficients in R. If the integral closure of R in T is T itself, we say the extension is integral. Integral extensions satisfy both INC and GU (and, hence, LO) [ 36, Theorem 44) . The complete integral closure of R in T is the set of all elements t of T such that all powers tn (for n = 1, 2, 3, . . .  ) belong to a finitely generated R-submodule of T. We say that R is integrally closed in T if the integral closure of R in T is R itself; and completely integrally closed in T if the complete integral closure of R in Tis R itself. It is easy to see that if R is completely integrally closed in T, then R is integrally closed in T. However, the converse is false (cf. [ 31, p. 1 33] ). For the case where R is a domain and T is a field, we have the following two results . 
Theorem 1.2. {31, Theorem 19.8} Let the domain R be a subring of the field K. Then the integral closure of R in K is the intersection of the family {VA} AEA of valuation domains of K which contain R. 
Corollary 1.3. {31, Corollary 19. 9] Let the domain R be a subring of the field K, and let P be a prime ideal of R. Then the integral closure of Rp in K is the intersection of the set of valuation domains of K which contain R and are centered on P. If R is a domain and T = qf( R), we denote the integral closure of R in T by R', and, thus, we say R is integrally closed if R = R'. A similar definition holds for R to be completely integrally closed. 
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We next give a useful theorem often referred to as Priifer's ascent result. 
Theorem 1.4. {91, Theorem 22.9} Let R be a Prii.fer domain with quotient field K 
and let L be an algebraic extension field of K. Then the integral closure of R in L is 
a Prii.fer domain. 
As in (40], we call a quasilocal ring (R, M) Henselian if the following is true: 
If a monic polynomial f (X) over R is such that f (X) = g0(X)h0(X) modulo M R[X] 
where g0 and ho are monic polynomials in R[X] with the property that goR[X] + 
h0R[X] + M R[X] = R[X], then there are monic polynomials g(X) and h(X) in R[X] 
such that f (X) = g(X)h(X) and such that both g(X)-g0(X) and h(X)-h0(X) are 
in M R[X]. In the case where R is a domain, we have the following characterization 
due to Nagata. 
Theorem 1.5. {40, Theorem 49.12} A quasilocal integral domain R is Henselian if 
and only if every_ integral extension domain of R is quasilocal. 
A ring extension R � T is called an i-extension (resp., unibranched, open, 
closed) if the contraction map Spec(T) ➔ Spec(R) is an injection (resp., bijection, 
open, closed). One then defines an i-domain (resp., open-domain) R by the property 
that R � T is an i-extension (resp., open) for each averring T of R. The most 
natural example of an i-domain is a Priifer domain. In particular, it follows from 
[31, Theorem 26.2] that Priifer domains are precisely the integrally closed i-domains. 
Theorem 1.6, which is equivalent to this fact, provides a useful characterization of 
the quasilocal i-domains. 
Theorem 1.6. {41, Corollary 2.15} R is a quasilocal i-domain if and only if R' is a 
valuation domain. 
4 
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As in [15], we say that a domain R is an absolutely injective domain ( or ai­domain) if R � T is an i-extension for each domain T which contains and is algebraic 
over R. Clearly, every ai-domain is an i-domain. However, by [15, Theorem 2.1 and 
Remark 2.2], not every i-domain is an ai-domain. Nevertheless, we have the following 
analogous characterization of the quasilocal ai-domains. 
Theorem 1.7. (cf. {15, Corollary 2.5]} R is a  quasilocal ai-domain if and only if R' is a Henselian valuation domain. 
Let f: R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism. If P is a property of (some) ring 
homomorphisms, then / is said to be universally P if, for each change of base R ➔ S, 
the induced homomorphism S ➔ S®nT satisfies P. Clearly, if/ is universally P, then 
/ satisfies P. However, if the converse holds for an arbitrary ring homomorphism, 
then P is said to be a universal property (cf. [32, pp. 239-240]). Moreover, by 
standard tensor product identities, for any property P, universally P is a universal 
property. To simplify matters in the case where the property P is preserved by direct 
limits, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.8. (cf. {22, Proposition 2.2]} Let P be a property of (some} ring homomorphisms which is preserved by direct limits, and let f :  R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism that satisfies P. Then f is universally P if and only if both the following conditions hold: (a) The induced homomorphisms fn : R[X1, ... , Xn] ➔ T[X1, .. . , Xn] satisfy P for each n � 1 where X 1, ... , Xn are commuting, algebraically independent inde­terminates over both R and T. (b) If J is an (finitely generated} ideal of R, then the induced homomorphism R/ J ➔ T / JT satisfies P. 
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As in [10], we say that a prime ideal P of a domain R is divided in case P = P Rp. We say a domain R is divided if each of its prime ideals is divided or, equivalently, in case each prime ideal of R is comparable (under inclusion) to each ideal of R. As in [33], we say that a domain R is a pseudo-valuation domain ( or PVD) if, for each PE Spec(R), xy E P where x, y E qf (R) implies that either x E P or y E P. It is an easy exercise to show that any valuation domain is a PVD [33, Proposition 1.1], and any PVD is divided (cf. [11, p. 560]). However, [33, Remark 2.3] shows that a PVD need not be a valuation domain, even if it is integrally closed, and [11, Remark 4.10 (b)] shows that a divided domain need not be a PVD, even if it is integrally closed. As in [19], we say that a domain R is a  locally pseudo-valuation domain (or LPVD) if Rp is a PVD for each P E Spec(R) (equivalently, if RM is a PVD for each ME Max(R)). As defined by Boisen and Sheldon [4], a CPI-extension of a domain R is an averring of R of the form R + P Rp for some prime ideal P of R. One can also observe that the domain R+PRp is the pullback R/P xRp/PRp Rp where all the appropriate injections and surjections are canonical. Therefore, by [4, Theorem 2.6], there is a homeomorphism between the prime ideals of R + P Rp and the prime ideals of R that are comparable (under inclusion) to P. We now quote a few theorems that will be useful later. The first of these provides equivalent conditions for a domain to be a going-down domain. 
Theorem 1.9. {28, (4.1}} For a domain R with quotient field K, the following four conditions are equivalent: { 1} R � T satisfies going-down for each overring T of R; {2} R � R[u] satisfies going-down for each u EK; 
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{3} R � V satisfies going-down for each valuation averring V of R; (4) R � T satisfies going-down for each domain T containing R. 
The overrings of the type in (2) above are often referred to as simple overrings of R. 
The following are two important results concerning the existence of certain 
valuation domain extensions of a domain R. 
Theorem 1.10. {91, Theorem 19.6} Let P be a prime ideal of the domain R, where R is a subring of the field K. Then there is a valuation domain V of K containing R such that V has center P on R. 
Corollary 1.11. {91, Corollary 19. 7} Let the domain R be a subring of the field K, and let Pi � P2 � • • • � Ps be a finite chain of prime ideals of R. Then: (a) There is a valuation domain V of K containing R such that V contains a chain Q1 � Q2 � · · · � Q s of prime ideals such that Q s is the maximal ideal of V and Qin R = Pi for each i between 1 and s. {b} If 1 $ r < s, and if Vi is a valuation domain of K containing R such that Vi contains a chain Q1 � Q2 � · · · � Qr of prime ideals with Qi n R = l{ for 1 $ i $ r and Qr the maximal ideal of Vi, then there is a valuation domain½ of K such that R � ½ � Vi, and½ contains a chain Qr+1 � Qr+2 � · · · � Q8 of prime ideals with Qr � Qr+l, Qin R = l{ for r + 1 $ i $ s, and Q8 the maximal ideal of ½. 
We next provide a theorem which describes the internal structure of the domain 
that results from the intersection of finitely many valuation domains with the same 
quotient field. 
7 
Theorem 1.12. {96, Theorem 107} Let a domain R be the intersection Vin½n• • -n Vn , where the¼ 's are valuation domains between R and its quotient field. Then each ¼ has the form Rpi for a suitable prime ideal � in R, and R is a Bezout domain. If no two¼ 's are comparable, then Pi, P2, ••• , Pn are precisely the maximal ideals of R. We conclude the Introduction with two basic facts concerning valuation do­mains and a result on pullbacks that is used extensively in Chapter 3. Remark 1.13. (a) By [31, Theorem 17.6 (a)], each overring of a valuation domain V is a valuation domain. Moreover, each overring of a valuation domain V is given by Vp for some PE Spec(V) and, thus, the overrings of V are linearly ordered under inclusion. (b) It is a standard result that the intersection of any linearly ordered set (under inclusion) of valuation domains with the same quotient field K is again a valuation domain with quotient field K (cf. [31, p. 231]). Theorem 1.14. {92, Corollaire 9.2. 7.l{i}, p. 295} Let (Xi) I$i$n be a family of S­schemes, and, for each index i, let Xi be a point of Xi. Let X = X1 xsX2 X s · · · xsXn , and, for each index i, let Pi: X ➔ Xi be the canonical projection. Then, in order for there to exist a point x E X such that Pi(x) = Xi for each 1 :::; i :::; n, it is necessary and sufficient that the Xi are each above the same point s of S. 
8 
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Chapter 2 
ON QUASI-GOING-UP 1 QUASI-GOING-UP DOMAINS 
Introduced by Dobbs in 1974, going-down domains have been a continual 
source of research activity and interest. In this chapter, we introduce and explore 
a "dual" concept which we shall refer to as "quasi-going-up domains" ( or "QGU­
domains"). Section 1 provides the appropriate definition for a QGU-domain as well 
as a useful characterization. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to developing the topics of 
ascent and descent and test overrings for QG U-domains analogous ( to the maximum 
extent possible) to those for going-down domains. In this chapter, we also advance 
two concepts related to the theme of "quasi-going-up domains", specifically, "abso­
lutely quasi-going-up domains" (Section 4) and "universally quasi-going-up domains" 
(Section 5). We conclude this chapter with a study of "quasi-going-up rings" (Section 
6) which generalize quasi-going-up domains. 
In this section, we define the concept of a "QGU-domain" (Definition 2.6), and 
Theorem 2.7 shows that QGU-domains are, in fact, a subclass of going-down domains. 
9 
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Theorem 2.12 then provides the most powerful characterization of QGU-domains in this chapter. Since this characterization is in terms of going-down domains, we can frequently use what is known about going-down domains as a foundation for establishing what is true about QGU-domains. We then conclude this section with an example of a going-down domain that is not a QGU-domain (Example 2.18), thus giving the study of QGU-domains independent interest. First, we dispense with the notion that a "going-up domain" could be a de­sirable dual concept to a "going-down domain" . It seems intuitively clear that the definition of a "going-up domain" should take inspiration from the (equivalent) con­ditions of Theorem 1.9. However, Proposition 2.1 shows that defining a "going-up domain" in a manner analogous to that of a "going-down domain" leads to trivialities. 
Proposition 2 .1 .  Let R be a domain. Then: {a) The following are equivalent: ( 1) R � T satisfies GU for each overring T of R; {2} R � T satisfies GU for each simple overring T of R; {3} R is a field. {b} R � V satisfies GU for each nontrivial valuation overring V of R {that is, V � 
qf(R)} if and only if R is quasilocal and dim(R) � 1 .  
Proof. (a) Clearly, (1) => (2). Suppose (2), and assume that dim(R) � 1. Choose a nonzero prime ideal P of R, and then choose 0 � p E P. Then, by considering 0 � P in Spec(R), the pair R � R[}] does not satisfy GU (for PR[}] = R[}] ) ,  a contradiction. Thus, dim(R) = 0, and so (2) => (3). Finally, observe that (3) => (1) is trivial. (b) ( <==) Suppose dim(R) = 0. Then R must be a field, whence R vacuously 10 ' 
satisfies GU with each of its nontrivial valuation overrings . Suppose R is quasilocal and dim{R) = 1. Then each nontrivial valuation overring V of R must be centered on the unique nonzero prime ideal of R, whence 
R � V satisfies GU. {=> ) We prove the contrapositive . Suppose first that dim{R) > 1. Then there exist nonzero P, Po E Spec(R) such that P � P0 • However , by Theorem 1. 10 , there exists a {necessarily nontrivial ) valuation overring V of R centered on P, whence the pair R � V does not satisfy GU . Now , suppose that there exist distinct M1 , M2 E Max(R). Again , by Theorem 1. 10 , there exists a {necessarily nontrivial ) valuation overring V of R centered on M1 . Therefore , by considering O � M2 in Spec(R), the pair R � V does not satisfy GU. □ For a pair of domains R � T, it is clear then that the going-up phenomenon is rarer than the going-down phenomenon . In fact , in the attempt to create a corre­sponding theory for "going-up domains" , we are repeatedly led to Spec(R) consisting of at most two elements . This suggests considering a different approach for the de­sired parallel theory to going-down domains. We develop such an approach based on the notion of "quasi-going-up" {or "QGU" ) introduced by Dobbs and Fontana in [22]. While Dobbs and Fontana have defined QGU for arbitrary ring homomorphisms , our main focus for QGU here is on inclusion maps of subrings. Definition 2.2. {cf. [22, p .  423] ) Given a pair of rings R � T, we say that R � T satisfies the quasi-going-up property (or QGU-property) if , given prime ideals P � P0 of R and Q of T with Q n R = P and P0T # T, there exists a prime ideal Q0 of T satisfying Q � Qo and Qo n R = Po . 
1 1  
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We also wish to provide here a definition for the quasi-lying over property (also introduced by Dobbs and Fontana in [22)) for a pair of rings R � T and an immediate proposition. 
Definition 2.3.  (cf. [22, p. 419]) Given a pair of rings R � T, we say that R � T satisfies the quasi-lying-over property ( or QLO-property) if, whenever a prime ideal P of R satisfies PT =I= T, there exists a prime ideal Q of T satisfying Q n R = P. 
Proposition 2.4. (cf. {22, Remark 9. 10 {b}]} If a pair of rings R � T satisfies QGU, then R � T satisfies QLO. Proposition 2.5 collects some equivalent conditions for a pair of rings R � T to satisfy the QGU-property. Note that condition (5) in Proposition 2.5 is motivated by a characterization of GD in [36, Exercise 37 (iii), p. 44). 
Proposition 2.5.  The following are equivalent for a pair of rings R � T: {1} R � T satisfies the QGU-property; {2} For each prime ideal P of R such that PT =I= T, the induced inclusion Rp � T R\P satisfies GU; {3} For each prime ideal P of R such that PT -=j; T, the induced extension Rp � TR\P is closed {in the Zariski topology); (4) If P is a prime ideal of R such that PT =/= T, and Q is an ideal (necessarily prime} of T maximal with respect to the exclusion of R\P, then Q n R = P; (5) For each prime ideal P of R such that PT =I= T and each ideal Q {neces­sarily prime) of T maximal with respect to the exclusion of R\P, PT n (R\P) (T\Q) = 0 where (R\P) (T\Q) := {rt I r  E R\P, t E T\Q}. 
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Proof. (1) # (2): This equivalence is immediate from the definition of QGU (cf. 
(20, Lemma 3.1 (a)]). 
(2) # (3): It is known in general (cf. (24, Proposition 2.7 (b)]) that a ring 
homomorphism /: A ➔ B satisfies GU if and only if the induced function Spec(B) ➔ 
Spec(A) is closed in the Zariski topology. Apply this to the inclusion map R ➔ T. 
(1) # (4): This is simply a natural extension of the method of proof of (36, 
Theorem 41] which deals with the corresponding statement for GU. 
(4) # (5): We need only show that, under the common hypotheses, QnR = P 
is equivalent to PT n (R\P) (T\Q) = 0. Suppose Q n R = P, and assume that there 
exists x E PT n (R\P) (T\Q) . Then there exist r E R\P, t E T\Q such that 
rt = x E PT � Q. Since Q is a prime ideal of T, either r E Q or t E Q. Since t E T\ Q, we must have r E Q. Then r E Q n R = P, a contradiction to the choice of 
r. Therefore, PT n (R\P) (T\Q) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose PTn (R\P) (T\Q) = 0. Clearly, Q n R  � P by the choice 
of Q. Thus, we need only show that P � Q n R. Since PT n (R\P) (T\Q) = 0, 
PT n R � P and PT � Q. However, trivially, P � PT n R, whence P = PT n R � 
Q n R, as desired. □ 
We now give the key definition of this section. 
Definition 2.6. Let R be a domain. Then we call R a quasi-going-up domain ( or 
QGU-domain) if R � T satisfies the quasi-going-up property for each overring T of 
R. 
It is easy to see that the natural examples of going-down domains, namely, 
Priifer domains and domains of (Krull) dimension at most 1, are also QGU-domains. 
13 
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Moreover, by establishing a new criterion for a domain to be a going-down domain in Theorem 2.7, we are able to discover that every QGU-domain is a going-down domain (Corollary 2.8) . The converse, however, is false, as Example 2.18 shows. 
Theorem 2. 7. Let R be a domain. Then the following are equivalent: ( 1) R � T satisfies QG U for every quasilocal domain T containing R; {2} R � T satisfies QGU for every quasilocal overring T of R; {3} R � T satisfies QGU for every quasilocal treed overring T of R; (4) R � V satisfies QGU for every valuation overring V of R; (5) R � T satisfies QLO for every domain T containing R; {6} R � T satisfies QLO for every overring T of R; (7) R � T satisfies QLO for every quasilocal overring T of R; {8} R � T satisfies QLO for every quasilocal treed overring T of R; {9} R � V satisfies QLO for every valuation overring V of R; {10} R is a going-down domain. 
Proof. (1) => (2) => (3) => (4) : Trivial. (4) => (9) :  Apply Proposition 2.4. (1) => (5) : Suppose (1) and fix a domain T containing R. Let P E Spec(R) such that PT =I= T. Then, by Theorem 1 .10, there exists a valuation overring V of T such that PV =I= V. Thus, by considering O � P in Spec(R) ,  there exists .Q E Spec(V) such that .Q n R = P. Hence, Q := .Q n T is a prime ideal of T such that Q n R = P. Therefore, R � T satisfies QLO. (5) =} (6) =} (7) =} (8) =} (9) : Trivial. (9) =} (10) : Suppose (9) . By Theorem 1.9, it suffices to show that R � V satisfies GD for each valuation overring V of R. Fix a valuation overring V of R, 14 II ;. 
and let P, Po E Spec(R)  and Q0 E Spec(V ) such that P � P0 and Q0 n R = P0 • Observe that PV I V, whence there exists Q E Spec(V) such that Q n R = P by hypothesis. However , since the prime ideals of a valuation domain are linearly ordered by inclusion , P � Po implies Q � Q0 , as desired. ( 10 )  :::} ( 1): Suppose R is a  going-down domain , and let (T, N) be a quasilocal domain containing R. Let P, Po E Spec(R) and Q E Spec(T) such that P � P0 , 
PoT I T, and Q n R = P. Since Q � N, Corollary 1. 11 (a ) asserts that there exists a valuation averring (V, 'Jl) of T and .Q E Spec(V ) such that .QnT = Q and mnT = N. Thus , .Q n R = P and P0 � m n R. However , by Theorem 1. 9 ,  R � V satisfies GD, whence there exists .00 E Spec(V ) such that .00 � m and .00 n R = P0 • Furthermore , since the prime ideals of a valuation domain are linearly ordered by inclusion , P � Po implies .0 � .Oo. Put Qo := .Oo n T. Then Q � Qo and Qo n R = P0 • Therefore , 
R � T satisfies QGU. D Theorem 2. 40 along with Example 2. 18 shows that the (equivalent ) conditions of Theorem 2. 7 are best possible. Specifically , if R is a going-down domain , then 
R � T need not satisfy QGU for every Bezout averring T with two maximal ideals ( cf. [36, Theorem 63] ). We now provide the most important consequence of Theorem 2 . 7. 
Corollary 2.8. If R is a QG U-domain, then R is a going-down domain. 
Proof. By definition , R � T satisfies QGU for every averring T of R. In particular , 
R � T satisfies QGU for every quasilocal averring T of R. Apply Theorem 2. 7. □ The next three corollaries of Theorem 2. 7 provide some internal properties of 
15 
QGU-domains that follow immediately from the known internal properties of going­
down domains. 
Corollary 2.9. If R is a QG U-domain, then R is treed. 
Proof. Combine Corollary 2 .8 with [8, Theorem 2.2]. D 
Corollary 2.10.  Let R be a Noetherian domain. Then R is a QGU-domain if and only if dim(R) � 1 .  
Proof. The "if' assertion is valid even without the "Noetherian" hypothesis. For 
the converse, combine Krull's Principal Ideal Theorem (cf. [36, Theorem 142] ) with 
Corollary 2.9. □ 
Corollary 2 .11 .  If R is a QG U-domain, then any nonzero principal prime ideal of R is a maximal ideal. 
Proof. Combine Corollary 2.8 with [11, Corollary 2.4]. □ 
Since every QGU-domain is a going-down domain, it is natural to ask which 
going-down domains are QGU-domains. The complete answer is given by Theorem 
2 .12  which provides the most useful characterization of QGU-domains in this chapter. 
Theorem 2.12.  The following are equivalent for a domain R: 
(1) R is a  QG U-domain; 
(2) R is going-down domain, and (Rp )' is a valuation domain for each non­maximal prime ideal P of R; 
16 
{9} R is going-down domain, and Rp is an i-domain for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R; (4) R is a going-down domain, and for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R and each overring T of R, there is at most one prime ideal Q of T such that Q n R = P. Proof. (1) => (2) : Since every QGU-domain R is a  going-down domain by Corollary 2.8, we need only show that, if P E Spec(R)\Max(R), then (Rp)' is a valuation domain. Fix P E Spec(R)\Max(R), and assume (Rp )' is not a valuation domain. Then, by Corollary 1.3 and Remark 1.13 (b), there exist incomparable valuation overrings Vi and ½ of Rp each centered on P in R. Since P is a nonmaximal prime ideal of R, there exists M E  Max(R) such that P � M. Thus, by Corollary 1.11 (b) , there exists a valuation overring W of R such that W � Vi, and W is centered on M. Now, since Vi and ½ are incomparable, it follows from Remark 1.13 (a) that W and ½ are incomparable. Hence, by Theorem 1.12, T := W n ½ is an overring of R that has precisely two maximal ideals, say N1 and N2 , where N1 nR = M and N2 nR = P. Clearly, MT i= T. However, since N2 is a maximal ideal of T, N2 cannot be enlarged to a prime ideal of T that contracts to M. Therefore, R � T does not satisfy QGU, contradicting ( 1). (2) => (3) : Apply Theorem 1.6. (3) => (4) : Fix P E Spec(R)\Max(R), and fix an overring T of R. Assume there exist Q1 , Q2 E Spec(T) such that Q1 i= Q2 and Q 1 n R = P = Q2 n R. Then Q1TR\P, Q2TR\P E Spec(TR\P) such that Q1TR\P i= Q2TR\P and Q1TR\P n Rp P Rp = Q2TR\P n Rp , whence Rp is not an i-domain, contradicting (3) . (4) => (1) : Let T be an overring of R. We seek to verify that R � T satisfies 17 -
QGU. Thus, let P, P0 E Spec(R) satisfy P � Po and P0T # T, and let Q E Spec(T) 
satisfy Q n R = P. Without loss of generality, we can assume that P # P0 •  Since 
R is a going-down domain, (36, Exercise 37 (i) , p. 44] provides for a Q0 E Spec(T) 
such that Q0 n R = P0 .  However, again since R is a  going-down domain , there exists Q' E Spec(T) such that Q' � Q0 and Q' n R = P. However, since P � P0 ,  P is non­
maximal, whence Q = Q' by hypothesis. Thus, R � T satisfies QGU, as required. □ 
Remark 2.13.  The conditions that R is a going-down domain and that (RP)' is a 
valuation domain for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R are each necessary for R 
to be a QGU-domain. To see this, note first that Example 2. 18 shows that not every 
going-down domain is a QGU-domain, and so the fact that R is a going-down domain 
does not imply that (RP)' is a valuation domain for each nonmaximal prime ideal P 
of R. 
On the other hand, let R be the domain constructed in (12, Example 2.3]. 
Dobbs has shown that R is a quasilocal, treed, (Krull) dimension 2 domain that is 
not a going-down domain. Furthermore, R' is a Priifer domain such that there is 
a unique prime ideal of R' contracting to the height 1 prime ideal of R, call it P. 
Therefore, (RP)' = (R')R\P is a quasilocal Priifer domain, whence a valuation domain. 
Moreover, (Ro)' = qf(R) is trivially a valuation domain. We conclude that if R is a  
domain such that (RP)' is a valuation domain for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of 
R, then R need not be a going-down domain. 
We next give three immediate corollaries of Theorem 2. 12. 
Corollary 2.14. R is an integrally closed QGU-domain if and only if R is an inte­grally closed going-down domain such that Rp is a valuation domain for each non-
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maximal prime ideal P of R. Corollary 2.15. If R is an i-domain, then R is a QGU-domain. Proof. An i-domain is a going-down domain (41, Corollary 2. 13], and any localiza­tion of an i-domain is clearly an i-domain. Apply Theorem 2. 12. □ Corollary 2.16. If R is a  P VD, then R is a QG U-domain. Proof. If R is a PVD, then R is divided , whence R is a going-down domain (10 ,  Proposition 2. 1]. In addition , if P E  Spec{R)\Max(R), then Rp is a valuation domain [33, Proposition 2. 6], whence an i-domain. Apply Theorem 2. 12 □ Remark 2.17. (a ) Neither Corollary 2. 15 nor Corollary 2. 16 has a valid converse . In fact , there exists a quasilocal QGU-domain R that is neither an i-domain nor a PVD. One example of such an R is the example of (44] of a one-dimensional , quasilocal , completely integrally closed domain that is not a valuation domain . {b ) Since [10 ,  Example 2.9 ]  establishes that a quasilocal i-domain need not be divided , Corollary 2. 15 implies that not every quasilocal QG U-domain is divided. Conversely , Example 2. 18 shows that not every divided domain is a QGU-domain . Example 2.18. We can now use Theorem 2. 12 to produce a going-down domain that is not a QGU-domain . {Actually , an example [ 23, Example 3. 1] of a going-down domain that is not a QGU-domain already exists in the literature. See Remark 2. 28 for a more detailed explanation of this fact. ) Let X and Y be commuting , algebraically independent indeterminates over a field K that contains a nontrivial valuation domain of K (e .g. , K = Q). Then , by [ 3 1, Exercise 17. 14], T := K + Y K(X) [[Y]] is a 19 . .t .. ' ,, • .... - -· . • •• •• -
quasilocal, integrally closed domain such that dim(T) = 1, and T is not completely integrally closed. Thus, by (31, Theorem 17.5 (3)], T is not a valuation domain (or one can observe that X, x-1 E qf(T) \T) . Therefore, by Theorem 1.6, T cannot be an i-domain. Let V be a rank 1 valuation domain of K, and let R be the pullback V xK T where all the appropriate injections and surjections are canonical. Then, by [30, Theorem 1.4], Spec(R) is homeomorphic to the topological amalgamated sum Spec(T) llspec(K) Spec(V), whence Spec(R) as a partially ordered set is given by 0 � P � M. By [30, Proposition 2.2 (8)], P = (R : T) , and, by [30, Proposi­tion 2.2 (3)], Rp = T. Thus, PRp = P, and, hence, R is a divided domain (the other necessary equalities being trivial). In particular, R is a  going-down domain (10, Proposition 2.1]. However, by the above comments, P is a nonmaximal prime such that Rp is not an i-domain. Therefore, by Theorem 2.12, R is not a QGU-domain. Remark 2.19. (a) Clearly, Example 2.18 is minimal in the sense that any domain R such that dim(R) � 1 is a QGU-domain. Moreover, for 2 � n � oo, there exists an n-dimensional going-down domain that is not a QGU-domain. In particular, let 
D be the 2-dimensional, divided domain constructed in Example 2.18, K := qf(D), and K + M be an (n - 2)-dimensional valuation domain (cf. [31, Exercise 20.12]). Then, by [31, Exercise 17.12 (4)], D + M  is an n-dimensional domain . Furthermore, 
D + M is a divided domain (10, Lemma 2.2 (b)], whence a going-down domain [10, Proposition 2.1]. However, by [31, Exercise 17.12 (2)], P + M  is a nonmaximal prime ideal of D + M, and, by [31, Exercise 22.13 (1)], (D + M)P+M = Dp + M . From Example 2.18, Dp is not an i-domain, and, thus, by [31, Exercise 20.10], neither is Dp + M. Therefore, by Theorem 2.12, D + M is not a QGU-domain. 20 
(b ) Since the domain R in Example 2. 18 is integrally closed in T [30 , Propo­sition 2. 2 ( 10 )], and T is integrally closed , it follows that R is integrally closed. Therefore , an integrally closed going-down domain need not be a QGU-domain. (c ) It bears mentioning that , by [41, Theorem 3. 16], the domain R in Example 2. 18 is an open-domain , which , by [27], is necessarily a going-down domain. Therefore , not every open-domain is a QGU-domain. 
2 ASCENT AND DESCENT OF QGU-DOMAINS In this section , we provide ascent and descent results for QGU-domains analo­gous (to the maximum extent possible ) to those for going-down domains. The major upshot of the ascent result is that the property of being a QGU-domain is a local one (Corollary 2. 23), and , unlike the situation for going-down domains ,  any integral overring of a QGU-domain is a QGU-domain (Corollary 2. 26). At the end of this section , we give sufficient conditions for a pullback to be a QGU-domain. As a con­sequence , we have sufficient conditions for the classical D + M construction ( cf. [31, pp. 5 82-5 84]) and CPI-extensions to be QGU-domains. We begin by quoting the best known ascent result for going-down domains. 
Proposition 2.20. {41, Proposition 2.32} Let R � T be an extension of domains 
such that R is a going-down domain. If T is treed and R � T satisfies INC, then T 
is a going-down domain. However , a'§ Lemma 2. 21 shows , if we require that R is not just a going-down domain but a QGU-domain and that Tis an overring of R, then Tis automatically treed. 21 • 
Lemma 2.21 .  If R is a QGU-domain, and T is an overring of R such that R � T satisfies INC, then T is treed. 
Proof. Deny. Then there exists M E Max(T) and Pi, P2 E Spec(T) such that P1 � M, P2 � M, but Pi and P2 are incomparable. By Theorem 1 .10, there exist (necessarily incomparable) valuation overrings ½ and ½ of T such that ½ is cen­tered on P1 and ½ is centered on P2 . By Corollary 1 . 1 1  (b), there exists a valuation overring W of T such that W � ½ and W is centered on M. Now, since ½ and ½ are incomparable, it follows from Remark 1 .13 (a) that W and ½ are incomparable. Hence, by Theorem 1 . 12, S := W n ½ is an overring of T (and, therefore, an overring of R) that has precisely two maximal ideals, say N1 and N2 , where N1 n T = M and N2 n T = P2 • Thus, since R � T satisfies INC, N2 n R � N1 n R. However, then R � S does not satisfy QGU since N2 cannot be enlarged to a prime ideal of S contracting to N1 n R. This contradiction completes the proof. D The next result is motivated by both Proposition 2.20 and the result [33, Theorem 1. 7] that any INC overring extension of a PVD is a PVD. 
Theorem 2.22. ( Ascent} Let R be a QG U-domain and T an overring of R such that R � T satisfies INC. Then T is a QGU-domain. 
Proof. Let R be a QGU-domain and T an overring of R such that R � T satisfies INC. Since R is a  going-down domain by Corollary 2.8 and T is treed by Lemma 2.21 , Proposition 2.20 guarantees that T is a going-down domain. Now, let P be a nonmaximal prime ideal of T, and ob�ve that, by INC, P n R must be a nonmaximal prime ideal of R. Thus, since R is a  QGU-domain, RPnR must be an i-domain by Theorem 2.12 .  Hence, Tp must be an i-domain since 22 • •I .. 
it is an overring of RPnR• Therefore, again by Theorem 2.12, T is a QGU-domain . □ Corollaries 2.23-2.27 provide the most important and interesting consequences of the ascent result. 
Corollary 2.23. The following are equivalent for a domain R: {1} R is a QGU-domain; {2} Rs is a QGU-domain for all multiplicatively closed subsets S of R; {3} Rp is a QGU-domain for all PE Spec(R); 
(4) RM is a QGU-domain for all M E  Max(R). 
Proof. (1) ==> (2): This follows immediately from Theorem 2.22 since R � Rs satisfies INC for all multiplicatively closed subsets S of R. (2) ==> (3) ==> (4): Trivial. (4) ==> (1): Assume (4). By Corollary 2.8, RM is a going-down domain for all M E  Max(R). Then, by [8, Lemma 2.1], R must itself be a going-down domain. Let 
P be a nonmaximal prime ideal of R, and choose M E Max( R) such that P � M. Then Rp = (RM )PRM is an i-domain by Theorem 2.12. Therefore, again by Theorem 2.12, R is a  QGU-domain. D 
Corollary 2.24. If R is an LPVD, then R is a  QGU-domain. 
Proof. Combine Corollary 2.16 with Corollary 2.23. D 
Corollary 2.25. If R is a QG U-domain, and T is a CPI-extension of R, then T is a QGU-domain. 23 • 
Proof. Let T be a CPI-extension of the QGU-domain R. Then R � T satisfies INC. Apply Theorem 2.22. □ Corollary 2.26. Let R be a QGU-domain. Then any integral overring of R is a 
QG U-domain. In particular, R' is a QG U-domain. Proof. Combine Theorem 2.22 with the fact that any integral extension satisfies INC. □ Corollary 2.27. If R is a QG U-domain and R' is a Pru/er domain, then every 
overring of R is a QG U-domain. Proof. Combine [41, Proposition 2.26] with Theorem 2.22. D Remark 2.28. It is important to note that if R is simply a going-down domain, then an integral overring of R need not be a going-down domain ( cf. [9, Example 2.1], [23, Example 3.1]). (In particular, this means that "QGU-domain" cannot be replaced with "going-down domain" in the formulation of Lemma 2.21.) Moreover, in conjunction with Corollary 2.26, Example 3.1 in [23] provides another (Krull) dimension 2 going-down domain that is not a QGU-domain (cf. Example 2. 18). The question as to whether R' is a going-down domain when R is a going-down domain is still open. We now ask the question concerning what type of ascent result could hold if the extension domain T is not necessarily an overring of the domain R. An answer, 
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given in Theorem 2.29, parallels the case for going-down domains (cf. Proposition 2.20). 
Theorem 2.29. Let R � T be an extension of domains such that R � T satisfies 
INC and T is treed. Suppose that qf(T) is a purely inseparable extension of qf(R). If 
R is a QGU-domain, then T is a QGU-domain. 
Proof. Observe that R is a going-down domain by Corollary 2.8, and, hence, T is a treed INC-extension of a going-down domain. Thus, T is a going-down domain by Proposition 2.20 . Now, let Q be a nonmaximal prime ideal of T. Then P := Q n R  is a nonmax­imal prime ideal of R since R � T is an INC-extension. Thus, Theorem 2. 12 asserts that (R p )' is a valuation domain. Again by Theorem 2.12, it suffices to show that (TQ)' is a valuation domain . Let S be the integral closure of (R p)' in qf(T). Observe that R p  � TQ implies S � (TQ)' , and, in fact, it is easy to verify that (TQ)' is an averring of S (cf. [36, Exercise 35 , p. 44]). Thus, by Remark 1.13 (a), it suffices to show that S is a valuation domain. Now, by Theorem 1 .4, S is a Priifer domain. Suppose N1 and N2 are two distinct maximal ideals of S. Then, by integrality, N1 n (R p )' = N2 n (R p )' which is the unique maximal ideal of ( Rp ) ' .  However, since qf( R) � qf(T) is a purely insepa­rable extension of fields, this contradicts [31, Corollary 12.3]. Therefore, S must be a quasilocal Priifer domain, whence a valuation domain, as desired. D We now provide a descent result for QGU-domains analogous to [10, Lemma 2.3J and (9, Theorem 2.4J . It is interesting to note that, unlike the ascent result in Theorem 2.22, the following descent result does not require the extension domain T 25 
to be an overring of R. Theorem 2.30. {Descent) Let R � T be an integral extension of domains such that either R � T is unibranched or R and T are each integrally closed. If T is a QG U­domain, then R is a QG U-domain. Proof. For the case where R � T is unibranched, Corollary 2.8 combined with [10 , Lemma 2.3] yields that R is a  going-down domain. For the case where R and T are both integrally closed, Corollary 2.8 combined with [9, Theorem 2.4] also yields that R is a going-down domain. Thus, by Theorem 2.12, it suffices to show that (Rp )' is a valuation domain for each PE Spec(R)\Max(R). Fix P E Spec(R)\Max(R). By integrality, there exists a nonmaximal prime ideal Q of T such that Q n R = P. We consider first the case where R and T are both integrally closed. By Corollary 2.14, TQ is a valuation domain, whence, by [31, Theorem 22.4] , (Rp )' = Rp is a valuation domain, as desired. Now, we consider the remaining case where R � T is unibranched. By Theo­rem 1.10 ,  choose Vi to be a valuation overring of R centered on P. If Vi is the only valuation averring of R centered on P, then we are done by Corollary 1 .3. Thus, without loss of generality, suppose ½ is another valuation averring of R centered on P. Observe that there exist valuation domains W1 and W2 of qf(T) such that W1 n qf(R) = Vi, W2 n qf(R) = ½, and both W1 and W2 are centered on P (cf. [31, pp. 254-255]). However, by Theorem 1.2, W1 and W2 contain the integral closures of 
Vi and ½, respectively, in qf(T), and so both W1 and W2 contain the integral closure of R in qf(T). Hence, W1 and W2 each contain T. Moreover, both W1 and W2 must be centered on Q since Q is now the unique (necessarily nonmaximal) prime ideal of T such that Q n R = P. However, by Theorem 2.12, (TQ)' is a valuation domain, 
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and, by Corollary 1. 3, W1 and W2 are each overrings of (T Q )'. Thus, by Remark 1. 1 3  (a ), W1 and W2 must be comparable, whence ½ and ½ must be comparable. We conclude that the set of valuation overrings of R centered on P must be linearly ordered by inclusion. Therefore, ( Rp )' is a valuation domain by Corollary 1. 3 and Remark l. 1 3  (b ), as desired. □ Corollary 2.31. Let R � T be an integral extension of domains such that R is integrally closed. If T is a QG U-domain, then R is a QG U-domain. Proof. Since T is a QGU-domain, Corollary 2. 26 asserts that T' is a QGU-domain. Observe that R � T' is an integral extension of domains such that both R and T' are integrally closed. Therefore, by Theorem 2. 3 0, R is a QGU-domain. □ Remark 2.32. According to the Going-down Theorem of Krull ( 3 8], if R � T are domains such that R is integrally closed and T is integral over R, then R � T satisfies going-down. It seems reasonable to ask then if the descent result in Corollary 2. 31 holds if we simply assume that R � T satisfies going-down. The answer is no. Indeed, let R be the (Krull ) dimension 2 non-QGU-domain in Example 2. 1 8. Since this R is a going-down domain, R � V satisfies going-down for each valuation overring V of 
R; however, V is a QGU-domain by Corollary 2. 15, thus completing the argument. We now wish to give an analogue of [ 3 0, Theorem 2. 7 (g ), (h ) ]  concerning when a pullback is a QGU-domain. An answer, given in Theorem 2. 3 4, also provides sufficient conditions for the classical D + M construction and CPI-extensions to be QGU-domains. We first establish Proposition 2. 33, which shows that the property of being a QGU-domain is stable under the formation of factor domains. 27 
Proposition 2.33. Let R be a domain. Then R is a QG U-domain if and only if 
R/P is a QGU-domain for all P E  Spec(R) . 
Proof. The "if" half follows by taking P = 0. 
Conversely, suppose R is a  QGU-domain, and fix P E  Spec(R). By combining 
Corollary 2.8 and [10, Remark 2 . 1 1], it follows that R/ P is a going-down domain. 
Now, fix a nonmaximal prime ideal Q E Spec(R) such that Q � P. Then 
(R/P)Q/P rv Rq/PRQ (cf. [5, Proposition 11, p. 70] ) is an i-domain since RQ is an 
i-domain by Theorem 2. 12 (and the property of being an i-domain is stable under 
the formation of factor domains [41, p. 3}). Therefore, again by Theorem 2. 12, R/ P 
is a QG U-domain. □ 
Theorem 2.34. Let (V, M) be a valuation domain and D a subring of the residue 
field V/M such that qf(D) = V/M. Then D X v/M V is a QGU-domain if and only if 
D is a QGU-domain. 
Proof. (=}) Suppose D Xv/M V is a QGU-domain. Then, by [30, Proposition 2 .2 
(1)], D is  a homomorphic image of D X v/M V, whence, by Proposition 2.33, D is a 
QGU-domain. 
(<=) Suppose D is a QGU-domain. Then, by combining Corollary 2.8 with 
either [30, Theorem 2.7 (g), (h)) or [16, Corollary 2.3), D X v/M V is a going-down 
domain. 
Fix a nonmaximal prime ideal P of D x v/M V. If P � M, then there is a unique 
Q E Spec(V) such that Qn(D x v/M V) = P, and [30, Proposition 2 .2  (5)) ensures that 
(D X v/M V)p = VQ , a valuation (hence i-) domain. In the remaining case, P � M, 
there is a unique ( necessarily nonmaximal) Q E Spec ( D) such that P is the inverse 
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image of Q with respect to the canonical map D x v/M V ➔ D; moreover, [30, Propo­sition 2. 2 ( 6) )  yields that (D X v/M V )p rv DQ X v/M V.  In this case, since Theorem 2. 12 ensures that DQ is an i-domain, [30, Theorem 2.7 (h )] yields that (D x v/M V)p is also an i-domain. Thus, Theorem 2. 12 yields that D x v/M V is a QGU-domain . □ Corollary 2.35. Let V be a valuation domain of the form K + M, and let D be a 
subring of K such that qf(D ) = K. Then D + M is a QG U-domain if and only if D 
is a QG U-domain. Corollary 2.36. Let R be a domain and P E Spec(R ). Suppose Rp is a valuation 
domain. Then the CPI-extension R + P Rp is a QGU-domain if and only if R/ P is 
a QGU-domain. Corollary 2.37. Let R be a domain and P a  divided prime ideal of R. Suppose Rp is 
a valuation domain. Then R is a QG U-domain if and only if R/ P is a QG U-domain. Remark 2.38. The analogue of [ 16, Corollary 2. 3] for QGU-domains is not true. Specifically, R + P Rp is not always a QGU-domain when R/ P and Rp are both QGU-domains. For example, let R be the (Krull ) dimension 2 non-QGU-domain in Example 2. 18, and let P be the height 1 prime ideal of R. Since P Rp = P, 
R + PRp = R, and so R + PRp is not a QGU-domain. However, both R/P and Rp are domains of (Krull ) dimension 1, whence both are QGU-domains . We conclude this section by presenting a result analogous to [ 1, Proposition B. 2] concerning the ascent and descent of QGU-domains under the condition that Spec(R) = Spec(T) as sets for a pair of domains R � T. (For example, consider 
(R, M) a PVD that is not a valuation domain and T the valuation domain (R : M) (cf. [33, Theorem 2.7 ]). )  
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Proposition 2.39. Let R � T be domains such that Spec(R) = Spec(T). Then R is 
a QG U-domain if and only if T is a QG U-domain. 
Proof. By [1, Proposition B.2], R is a going-down domain if and only if T is a going-down domain. However, by [1, Proposition 3.5 (b)], Rp = Tr\P for each non­maximal prime ideal P of R (resp., T). Therefore, Rp is an i-domain precisely when Tr\P is an i-domain, whence an application of Theorem 2.12 completes the proof. D 
3 TEST OVERRINGS FOR QGU-DOMAINS Motivated by conditions (2) and (3) in Theorem 1.9, we now consider which overrings T of a domain R are sufficient to test the QGU-property against in order to guarantee that R is a  QGU-domain. The answer (summarized in Corollary 2.45) is surprisingly close to the conditions in Theorem 1.9. Since a valuation domain is precisely a quasilocal Bezout domain [36, Theorem 63], Theorem 2.40 highlights this closeness. 
Theorem 2.40. The following are equivalent for a domain R: 
{1} R is a QG U-domain; 
{2} R � T satisfies QGU for all Bezout overrings T of R; 
{3} R � T satisfies QGU for all semi-qv.asilocal Bezout overrings T of R; 
(4) R � T satisfies QG U for all Bezout overrings T of R with at most two 
maximal ideals. 
Proof. (1) => (2) => (3) => (4): Trivial. 30 
(4) => (1 ) : Deny. Since R � T satisfies QGU for all Bezout overrings T of R with at most two maximal ideals, R � V satisfies QGU for all valuation overrings V of R [36, Theorem 63] . Thus, by Theorem 2.7, R is a  going-down domain. Therefore, by Theorem 2.12, there exists a nonmaximal prime ideal P of R such that (Rp)' is not a valuation domain. By Corollary 1 .3 and Remark 1.13 (b), there exist incom­parable valuation overrings Vi and ½ of Rp each centered on P in R. Since P is a nonmaximal prime ideal of R, there exists M E Max(R) such that P � M. Thus, by Corollary 1 . 1 1  (b), there exists a valuation overring W of R such that W � Vi, and W is centered on M. Now, since Vi and½ are incomparable, it follows from Remark 1.13 (a) that W and ½ are incomparable. Hence, by Theorem 1.12, T :=  W n ½ is a Bezout overring of R that has precisely two maximal ideals, say N1 and N2 , where N1 n R = M and N2 n R = P. Clearly, MT -:/; T. However, since N2 is a maximal ideal of T, N2 cannot be enlarged to a prime ideal that contracts to M. Therefore, 
R � T does not satisfy QG U, contradicting ( 4). D Notice that, by Theorem 1.9, it is sufficient to test only the valuation overrings to establish whether or not a domain is a going-down domain. Since Example 2.18 shows that not every going-down domain is a QGU-domain, (1) ¢:> (4) in Theorem 2.40 is best possible (in the sense that "at most two" cannot be replaced by "exactly one" ). We now turn our attention to developing an analogue of condition (2) in The­orem 1 .9 for QGU-domains. While Lemmas 2.42 and 2.43 are of a technical nature, Lemma 2.41 establishes a result of independent interest related to Theorem 2.7. 
Lemma 2.41.  Let R be a domain. Then R is a going-down domain if and only if 31 
R � R[u] satisfies QLO for each u E qf(R) . 
Proof. The "only if' assertion follows from Theorem 2 .7. For the "if" assertion, we 
follow the proof of [26, Proposition] . Deny the result. Then, by Theorem 1 .9 and 
(36, Exercise 37 (i) , p. 44] , there exists a valuation overring V of R, P E Spec(R) , 
and N E Spec(V) such that N is minimal among primes of V containing PV and 
N n R i P. As V is quasilocal treed, N is the radical of PV. Thus, choosing 
r E (N n R)\P leads to an equation rm = I: PiWi for some Pi E P, wi E V and 
m � 1 .  
Now, the primes of V are linearly ordered by inclusion and, by a result of 
Prekowitz (37, p. 29] , we may relabel the Pi so that , for each i, p1 divides a power 
of Pi ( with quotient in V) . Raising the above equation to a suitably high power, say 
the tth, gives an element w in V such that rmt = p1 w.  
Since P R[w] � N n R[w] , P R[w] i R[w] . Thus, by hypothesis, there exists 
Q E Spec(R[w]) such that Q n R = P. Therefore, p1w E Q, whence r E Q, whence 
r E P. This contradiction to the choice of r completes the proof. □ 
Lemma 2.42. Let R � T be rings, with u E T. If Q is a prime ideal of R[u] such that u E Q, then Q = uR[u] + (Q n R) . 
Proof. The containment Q 2 uR[u] + (Q n R) is clear. 
Conversely, let q E Q. Then there exist r0 ,  r1 , . . .  , Tn E R such that q = Tnun + · · · + r1u + ro .  Since u E Q, ro = q - (rnun + · · · + r2u2 + r1u) E Q n R. 
Therefore, Q � uR[u] + (Q n R) , to complete the proof. □ 
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Lemma 2.43. {a} Let R be a domain. If P E  Spec(R), and u E R\P, then PR[t] # 
R[t] .  {b} Let R � T be a ring extension. Then the following are equivalent: {1} R � T satisfies QGU; {2} Rs � Ts satisfies QGU for all multiplicatively closed subsets S of R; {3} Rp � TR\P satisfies QGU for all P E  Spec(R); 
(4) RM � TR\M satisfies QGU for all M E  Max(R) . 
Proof. (a) Since R[t] = Rs, where S := {1, u, u2 , u3 , • • •  } and P n S = 0, the 
assertion follows from a standard fact about localization [36, Theorem 34) . 
(b) The assertion (1) => (2) follows from a standard fact about localization 
[36, Theorem 34]. Observe that (2) => (3) => (4) is trivial. Suppose (4) and fix a ring 
extension T of R. Consider P � P0 in Spec( R) such that P0T =I T and Q E Spec(T) 
such that Q n R = P. Choose M E Max(R) such that P0T n R � M. Then there 
exists a prime ideal O of TR\M such that QTR\M � .Q and .Q n RM = PoRM. There­
fore, Q0 := .Q n T is a prime ideal of T such that Q � Q0 and Q0 n R = P0 , whence 
(4) => (1). D 
Theorem 2.44. Let R be a domain. Then R is a QGU-domain if and only if R � 
R[u, v] satisfies QGU for all u, v E qf(R). 
Proof. The "only if' implication follows from the definition of a QGU-domain. 
Conversely, suppose R � R[u, v] satisfies QGU for all u, v E qf(R). Then, 
by Lemma 2.43 (b), for each M E Max(R), RM � RM[u, v] satisfies QGU for all 
u, v E qf(R), since RM[u, v] = R[u, v]R\M· Now, assume that R is not a QGU­
domain. Thus, by Corollary 2.23, there exists M E Max(R) such that RM is not a 
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QGU-domain. Hence, by passing to RM , we can assume, without loss of generality, 
that R is quasilocal with maximal ideal M. Since R is a going-down domain by 
Lemma 2.41 and Proposition 2.4, we can adapt the proof of Theorem 2.40 to establish 
the existence of a Bezout averring T of R, Q1 E Spec (T) , N1 , N2 E Max(T) , and 
P E  Spec (R)\Max(R) such that Q1 � N1 , Q1 n R = P = N2 n R, and N1 n R = M. 
Choose u E N2 \Ni , and put i11 := Q1 n R[u] , i12 := N2 n R[u] , and 91?1 := 
N1 n R[u] . Observe that u E 02 , and i12 n R  = P, whence 02 = uR[u] + P  by Lemma 
2.42. Put 91?2 := uR[u] + M. Then 91?2 E Max(R[u]) (in part by Lemma 2.42 and 
the quasilocality of R) and i12 � 91?2 . 
Choose m E M\P, and put w := u + m. Then w E 91?2\(91?1 U 02) .  (Indeed, 
w E 91?1 => u = w - m E 91?1 => u E Ni , a contradiction; w E i12 => m = w - u E 
,02 => m E ,02 n R = P, also a contradiction.) In particular, w #- 0. 
Consider R � R[u, ¾] - By Lemma 2.43 (a) , 9R1R[u, ¾] #- R[u, ¾] , whence 
M R[u, ¾] #- R[u, ¾] - Furthermore, also by Lemma 2.43 (a) , i12R[u, ¾] #- R[u, ¾] , 
whence there exists q E Max(R[u, ¾D such that 02 � q n R[u] . However, by the 
quasilocality of R, q n R � M. Since R � R[u, ¾] satisfies QGU by hypothesis, there 
exists p E Spec(R[u, ¾D such that p n R = M and q � p. Then q = p (since q 
is a maximal ideal) , and u E 02 � q n R[u] = p n R[u] , whence, by Lemma 2.42, 
p n R[u] = 91?2 . Therefore, w = u + m E p, contradicting the fact that ¾ E R[u, ¾] ­
This desired contradiction completes the proof. D 
We can now summarize the results in this section by the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.45. The following are equivalent for a domain R: 
{ 1} R � T satisfies quasi-going-up for each overring T of R; 
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{2} R � R[u , v ]  satisfies quasi-going-up for each u ,  v E qf(R); {3} R � T satisfies quasi-going-up for each Bezout overring T of R with at most two maximal ideals; (4) R is a QG U-domain . 4 AQGU-DOMAINS In this section , we consider domains that satisfy the QGU-property with more than just their overrings . We are motivated by the fact that R is a going-down domain if and only if R satisfies GD with every domain containing R {Theorem 1. 9). However , if we consider those domains R that satisfy QG U with every domain containing R, we are quickly led to a triviality. To wit , if R is a domain such that R � T satisfies QG U for every domain T containing R, then R is a  field . Indeed , R � R[XJ then satisfies QGU where X is an indeterminate over R. However , since R � R[XJ satisfies LO [36, Exercise 3, p. 41], the fact that R � R[X ]  satisfies QGU implies that R � R[XJ satisfies GU . However , again by [36, Exercise 3, p. 41], this means that dim{R ) = 0 ,  whence R must be a field. This observation motivates the following definition. Definition 2.46. Let R be a domain. Then we call R an absolutely quasi-going-up domain (or AQGU-domain ) if R � T satisfies QGU for all domains T that contain R and are algebraic over R. Remark 2.47. It is easy to see that any domain of (Krull ) dimension at most 1 is an AQGU-domain. In general , every AQGU-domain is a QGU-domain. However , not every Priifer domain is an AQGU-domain ,  as Example 2.5 3 shows . Therefore , not every QGU-domain is an AQGU-domain. 35 .. 
We first give a characterization theorem for AQGU-domains analogous to The­orem 2 .12. 
Theorem 2.48. The following are equivalent for a domain R: {1} R is an A QGU-domain; {2} R is a QGU-domain and (Rp )' is a Henselian valuation domain for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R; {3} R is a going-down domain and (Rp )' is a Henselian valuation domain for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R; (4) R is a  QGU-domain and Rp is an ai-domain for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R; ( 5) R is a going-down domain and Rp is an ai-domain for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R; ( 6) R is a QG U-domain, and for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R and each domain T containing R and algebraic over R, there is at most one prime ideal Q of T such that Q n R = P; {7} R is a going-down domain, and for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R and each domain T containing R and algebraic over R, there is at most one prime ideal Q of T such that Q n R = P. 
Proof. (2) => (3), (4) => (5), (6) => (7) : Each of these implications follows immedi­ately from Corollary 2.8. (1) => (2) : Since every AQGU-domain is a QGU-domain, we need only show that, if P E Spec(R)\Max(R), then (Rp)' is a Henselian valuation domain. Fix P E  Spec(R)\Max(R), and assume (Rp)' is not a Henselian valuation domain. By Theorem 2. 12, (Rp )' is a valuation domain, whence, by Theorem 1 .5, there exists a 
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domain T which contains and is integral over (Rp )' such that T is not quasilocal. 
Let N1 , N2 be two distinct maximal ideals of T. By Theorem 1 . 10, there exist 
(necessarily incomparable) valuation overrings Vi and ½ of T centered on N1 and 
N2 , respectively. Using integrality, it must be the case that N1 n R = P = N2 n R. 
Choose M E  Max(R) such that P � M. Thus, by Corollary 1 . 1 1  (b) ,  there exists a 
valuation domain W of qf(T) such that R � W � Vi and W is centered on M. 
Consider the domain S := W n ½. It is easy to see that R � S, and, since 
R � T is an algebraic extension, R � S is also an algebraic extension. Now, since 
Vi and ½ are incomparable, it follows from Remark 1 . 13 (a) that W and ½ are 
incomparable. Hence, by Theorem 1 . 12, S has precisely two maximal ideals, say SJt1 
and 'Jl2, where 'Jl1 n R = M and SJ12 n R = P. Clearly, MS =f S. However, since SJ12 
is a maximal ideal of S, 'Jt2 cannot be enlarged to a prime ideal that contracts to M. 
Therefore, R � S does not satisfy QGU, contradicting (1) . 
(3) => (4) : R is a  QGU-domain by Theorem 2.12, and Rp is an ai-domain for 
each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R by Theorem 1 .  7. 
(5) => (6) : R is a  QGU-domain by Theorem 2.12.  Fix P E  Spec(R)\Max(R) , 
and fix a domain T such that R � T, and T is algebraic over R. Assume there 
exist Q1 , Q2 E Spec(T) such that Q1 =f Q2 and Q1 n R = P = Q2 n R. Then 
Q1TR\P , Q2TR\P E Spec(TR\P) such that Q1TR\P =I= Q2TR\P and Q1TR\P n Rp 
PRp = Q2TR\P n Rp, whence Rp is not an ai-domain, contradicting (5) . 
(7) => (1) :  Let T be a domain containing R and algebraic over R. We seek 
to verify that R � T satisfies QGU. Thus, let P, Po E Spec(R) satisfy P � P0 and 
P0T =f T, and let Q E Spec(T) satisfy Q n R = P. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that P =f P0 • Since R is a going-down domain, [36, Exercise 37 (i) ,  p. 
44] provides for a Q0 E Spec(T) such that Q0 n R = P0 • However, again since R is a  
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going-down domain, there exists Q' E Spec(T) such that Q' � Q0 and Q' n R = P. However, since P � Po , P is nonmaximal, whence Q = Q' by hypothesis. Thus, 
R � T satisfies QGU, and, therefore, R is an AQGU-domain. D Corollary 2.49. The following are equivalent for an integrally closed domain R: ( 1) R is an A QG U-domain; {2} R is QGU-domain and Rp is a Henselian valuation domain for each non­maximal prime ideal P of R; {3} R is going-down domain and Rp is a Henselian valuation domain for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R. Corollary 2.50. If R is an ai-domain, then R is an AQGU-domain. Proof. An ai-domain is a going-down domain (cf. [ 15, p. 486]), and any localization of an ai-domain is an ai-domain (cf . [15, p. 486]). Apply Theorem 2.48 [(5) => ( 1)] . 
□ Corollary 2.51.  If R is an integrally closed Henselian PVD, then R is an A QGU­domain. Proof. If R is a  integrally closed Henselian PVD, then R is divided, whence R is a  going-down domain [10, Proposition 2.1]. Furthermore, if PE Spec(R)\Max(R), then [39, Theorem 10] along with [33, Proposition 2.6] guarantee that Rp is a Henselian valuation domain. Apply Corollary 2.49. □ 
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Remark 2.52. (a ) [15 ,  Example 2.7 (d )] shows that an integrally closed Henselian PVD need not be an ai-domain. Therefore , by Corollary 2.5 1, not every AQGU­domain is an ai-domain. (b ) The example [44] cited in Remark 2. 17 of a one-dimensional , quasilocal , completely integrally closed domain that is not a valuation domain also provides a quasilocal AQGU-domain that is neither an ai-domain nor a PVD. Example 2.53. We can now use Corollary 2. 49 to produce the promised QGU­domain that is not an AQGU-domain. Let X be an indeterminate over a field K that contains a nontrivial valuation domain of K (e.g. , K = Q). Then , by [3 1, Exercise 19. 4] , K[X ]cx) is a rank 1 valuation domain. Moreover , by (40 ,  Theorem 43. 2] , K[X ]cx) is a non-Henselian valuation domain (use part ( 3) in [40 ,  Theorem 43. 2] with the monic polynomial J(Y) = Y2 + Y + X) . Let V be a rank 1 valuation domain of K, and let R be the domain V + (X )K[X ] cx) • By [3 1, Exercises 17. 12 and 17. 13] , R is a  rank 2 valuation domain such that Rp = K[X ]cx) where P := (X )K[X ] cx) is the unique nonzero , nonmaximal prime ideal of R. Therefore , by Corollary 2. 49 , it is clear that R is a QGU-domain that is not an AQGU-domain. Remark 2.54. Clearly , Example 2 .53 is minimal in the sense that any domain R such that dim(R) $ 1 is an AQGU-domain. Moreover , for 2 $ n $ oo ,  there exists an n -dimensional QGU-domain that is not an AQGU-domain. As Example 2.5 3  takes care of the case n = 2, we may assume that n ;?: 3. In particular , let D be the 2-dimensional valuation domain constructed in Example 2.5 3, K := qf(D ), and 
K + M be an (n - 2)-dimensional non-Henselian valuation domain . Then , by [31, Exercise 17. 12 ( 4)], D + M is an n -dimensional domain. Furthermore , D + M is a 39  
valuation domain [31 ,  Exercise 17. 13 (2)] , whence a QGU-domain. However, by [31 ,  
Exercise 17. 12 (2)] , M is a nonmaximal prime ideal of D + M,  and, by [31 ,  Exercise 
17 .13 (1)] , (D + M)M = K + M. Therefore, by Corollary 2 .49, D + M is not an 
AQGU-domain. 
We now give the analogues for AQGU-domains of the ascent and descent 
results in Section 2. We start with an analogue of Lemma 2 .21 .  
Lemma 2.55. If R is an AQGU-domain, and T is a domain containing and algebraic over R such that R � T satisfies INC, then T is treed. 
Proof. Deny. Then there exists M E Max(T) and Pi, P2 E Spec(T) such that 
Pi � M, P2 � M, but Pi and P2 are incomparable. By Theorem 1 . 10,  there exist 
(necessarily incomparable) valuation overrings Vi and ½ of T such that Vi is cen­
tered on Pi and ½ is centered on P2• By Corollary 1 . 1 1  (b) , there exists a valuation 
averring W of T such that W � Vi and W is centered on M. Now, since Vi and ½ 
are incomparable, it follows from Remark 1 . 13 (a) that W and ½ are incomparable. 
Hence, by Theorem 1 . 12,  S := W n ½ is an averring of T (and, therefore, algebraic 
over R) that has precisely two maximal ideals, say N1 and N2 , where N1 n T = M 
and N2 n T = P2. Thus, since R � T satisfies INC, N2 n R � N1 n R. However , 
then R � S does not satisfy QG U since N2 cannot be enlarged to a prime ideal of S 
contracting to N1 n R. This contradiction completes the proof. □ 
Theorem 2.56. {Ascent} Let R be an AQGU-domain and T a domain containing and algebraic over R such that R � T satisfies INC. Then T is an AQGU-domain. 
Proof. Let R be an AQGU-domain and T a  domain containing and algebraic over 
R such that R � T satisfies INC. Since R is a going-down domain (Corollary 2 .8) 
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and T is treed by Lemma 2.55, Proposition 2.20 guarantees that T is a going-down 
domain. 
Now, let P be a nonmaximal prime ideal of T, and observe that, by INC, 
P n R must be a nonmaximal prime ideal of R. Thus, since R is an AQGU-domain, 
RPnR must be an ai-domain by Theorem 2.48. Hence, Tp must be an ai-domain 
since it is an algebraic extension of RPnR• Therefore, again by Theorem 2.48, T is an 
AQGU-domain. □ 
We next give Corollaries 2.57-2.61 which are the analogues of Corollaries 2.23-
2.27. 
Corollary 2.57. The following are equivalent for a domain R: {1} R is an A QGU-domain; (2) Rs is an A QGU-domain for all multiplicatively closed subsets S of R; {3} Rp is an AQGU-domain for all P E  Spec(R); 
(4) RM is an A QGU-domain for all M E  Max(R). 
Proof. (1) => (2): This follows immediately from Theorem 2.56 since R � Rs 
satisfies INC for all multiplicatively closed subsets S of R. 
(2) =} (3) =} ( 4): Trivial. 
(4) => (1): Suppose (4). Using Corollary 2.8, RM is a going-down domain for 
all M E Max(R). Then, by [8, Lemma 2.1], R must itself be a going-down domain. 
Let P be a nonmaximal prime ideal of R, and choose M E  Max(R) such that P � M. 
Then Rp = (RM )PRM is an ai-domain by Theorem 2.48. Therefore, again by Theo­
rem 2.48, R is an AQGU-domain. □ 
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Corollary 2.58. If R is an integrally closed LPVD such that RM is Henselian for all M E Max( R) , then R is an A QG U-domain. 
Proof. Combine Corollary 2 .51 with Corollary 2 .57. D 
Corollary 2.59. If R is an A QGU-domain and T is a CPI-extension of R, then T is an A QG U-domain. 
Proof. Let T be a CPI-extension of the AQGU-domain R. Then R � T satisfies 
INC and T is algebraic over R. Apply Theorem 2.56. □ 
Corollary 2.60. Let R be an A QGU-domain. If a domain T contains and is integral over R, then T is an A QG U-domain. In particular, R' is an A QG U-domain. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 2.56 with the fact that any integral extension satisfies 
INC. □ 
Corollary 2.61 .  If R is an A QGU-domain and R' is a Prii.fer domain, then every domain that contains and is algebraic over R is an A QG U-domain. 
Proof. Combine [13, Proposition 3] with Theorem 2.56. D 
We now provide a descent result for AQGU-domains analogous to Theorem 
2.30. It is interesting to note that , by requiring the extension domain T to be a 
quasilocal AQGU-domain, we can eliminate most of the hypotheses needed in this 
analogue of Theorem 2.30. 42 
Theorem 2.62. {Descent) Let R � T be an integral extension of domains. If T is a quasilocal A QGU-domain, then R is a (quasilocal} AQGU-domain. 
Proof. Since T is a quasilocal AQGU-domain, T is a quasilocal treed domain by Corollary 2 . 9. Thus, R � T an integral extension implies that R � T is a unibranched extension, whence R is a QGU-domain by Theorem 2 . 30.  Fix P E  Spec(R)\Max(R ). By integrality, there exists a nonmaximal {neces­sarily unique ) prime ideal Q of T such that Q n R = P. Observe that the induced extension Rp � TR\P is integral . However , since T is quasilocal and treed, TR\P = TQ by [31, Corollary 5.2 ], whence Rp � TQ is an integral extension. Let 1K be an algebraic closure of qf{R ) that contains qf{T ). Then the integral closure of Rp in 1K, which we will denote by A, is the same as the integral closure of T Q in K However, by Theorem 2 . 48, (TQ )' is a Henselian valuation domain. Thus, by combining Theorem 1.5 with Theorem 1. 4, A must be a valuation domain. Hence, Rp � A is an i-extension, and, since R is a QGU-domain, Theorem 2. 12 asserts that (Rp )' is a valuation domain. Therefore, by [ 15, Proposition 2 . 14 (a )], Rp is an ai-domain, whence, by Theorem 2 . 48, R is a (necessarily quasilocal ) AQGU-domain. □ We now make use of AQGU-domains to provide another set of sufficient con­ditions for the classical D + M construction to be a QGU-domain. 
Theorem 2.63. Let V be a valuation domain of the form K + M, and let D be a subring of K such that K is algebraic over D. If D is an A QG U-domain, then D + M is a QGU-domain. 
Proof. [2 6, Corollary ] asserts that D + M is a going-down domain if and only if D is a going-down domain ( even without the hypothesis that K is algebraic over D). 43 
Thus, by Corollary 2.8, D+ M is a going-down domain. Furthermore, if K is algebraic over D, then [31, Exercise 20.10) along with the results in [31, Exercises 17. 13 (1) and 22.13 (1)) assures us that if Dp is an ai-domain for each PE Spec(D)\Max(D) , then (D + M)Q is an i-domain for each Q E Spec(D + M)\Max(D + M). Apply Theorem 2. 12. D We next present a result analogous to Proposition 2.39 concerning the ascent and descent of AQGU-domains under the condition that Spec(R) = Spec(T) as sets for a pair of domains R � T. 
Proposition 2.64. Let R � T be domains such that Spec(R) = Spec(T). Then R is an A QGU-domain if and only if T is an A QGU-domain. 
Proof. By [1, Proposition B.2), R is a  going-down domain if and only if T is a going­down domain. However, by [1, Proposition 3.5 (b)), Rp = TT\P for each nonmaximal prime ideal P of R (resp., T) . Therefore, Rp is an ai-domain precisely when TT\P is an ai-domain, whence an application of Theorem 2.48 completes the proof. D We conclude this section with an analogue of Theorem 2.40 concerning test overrings for AQGU-domains. 
Theorem 2.65. Let R be a domain. Then R is an A QGU-domain if and only if R � T satisfies QGU for each Bezout domain T algebraic over R with at most two maximal ideals. 
Proof. The "only ir' implication follows immediately from the definition of an AQGU-domain. 
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Conversely, suppose R � T satisfies QGU for each Bezout domain T algebraic 
over R with at most two maximal ideals. Then R � T satisfies QG U for all Bezout 
overrings T of R with at most two maximal ideals, whence, by Theorem 2.40, R is a  
QGU-domain. 
Assume R is not an AQGU-domain. Then, by Theorem 2.48, there exists a 
nonmaximal prime ideal P of R such that (Rp )' is not a Henselian valuation domain. 
Since (Rp)' is a valuation domain by Theorem 2.12 ,  Theorem 1 .5  ensures that there 
exist a domain S integral over (RP)' and two distinct maximal ideals m1 and m2 of 
S. By integrality, m1 n Rp = PRp = m2 n Rp , whence m1 n R = P = m2 n R. 
Now, by Theorem 1 . 10, there exist (necessarily incomparable) valuation over­
rings Vi and ½ of S centered on m1 and m2 ,  respectively. Thus, Vi and ½ are each 
centered on P. Since P is a nonmaximal prime ideal of R, there exists M E  Max(R) 
such that P � M. Thus, by Corollary 1 . 1 1  (b) , there exists a valuation domain W 
on qf(S) such that R � W � Vi and W is centered on M. Now, since Vi and ½ 
are incomparable, it follows from Remark 1 . 13 (a) that W and ½ are incomparable. 
Hence, by Theorem 1 . 12, T := W n ½ is a Bezout domain that has precisely two 
maximal ideals, say N1 and N2 , where N1 n R = M and N2 n R = P. Clearly, T 
contains and is algebraic over R and MT =I- T. However, since N2 is a maximal ideal 
of T, N2 cannot be enlarged to a prime ideal that contracts to M. Therefore, R � T 
does not satisfy QGU. This contradiction completes the proof. D 
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5 UNIVERSALLY QGU-DOMAINS 
In this section, we introduce and explore the concept of "universally QGU­
domains" analogous to "universally going-down domains" [21 ,  p. 426] . Our main 
result (Theorem 2 .69) shows that a universally QGU-domain is exactly the same as 
an i-domain. We conclude this section by developing a companion result (Theorem 
2.75) which shows that the analogously defined universally AQGU-domain is exactly 
the same as an ai-domain. 
We begin with a characterization of the universally QGU property due to 
Dobbs and Fontana. As in [20, p. 193] , for a pair of rings R � T, we say that the 
extension R � T is quasi-integral if the induced inclusion Rp � TR\P is integral for 
each prime ideal P of R such that PT -I T. One then has the following result. 
Theorem 2.66. (cf. {20, Theorem 3.2]} Let R � T be an inclusion of rings. Then 
R � T satisfies universally QG U if and only if R � T is quasi-integral. 
We now provide the key definition of this section along with an immediate 
proposition. 
Definition 2.67. Let R be a domain. Then we call R a  universally quasi-going-up 
domain (or universally QGU-domain) if R � T satisfies universally quasi-going-up 
for each averring T of R. 
Proposition 2.68. Let R be a domain. Then the following are equivalent: 
( 1) R is a universally QG U-domain; 
{2} R � T is quasi-integral for each overring T of R; 
{3} For each overring T of R, the induced inclusion R[X1 , . . .  , Xn] � T[X1 , . . .  , Xn] 
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satisfies QGU for each n � 0 where X1 , . . .  , Xn are commuting, algebraically inde­pendent indeterminates over both R ( and T). 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows immediately from Theorem 2.66. The 
equivalence of (1) and (3) is [20, Corollary 3.6]. (The proof of the cited result fol­
lows from Proposition 1.8, in conjuction with the facts that the property of · QG U 
is preserved by direct limits [20, Proposition 3.5] and the induced homomorphism 
R/ J ➔ T / JT satisfies QG U for each ideal J of R whenever R � T satisfies QG U.) 
D 
We now present the promised characterization of the universally QG U-domains 
as i-domains. 
Theorem 2.69. Let R be a domain. Then R is a universally QGU-domain if and only if R is an i-domain. 
Proof. ( =>) Suppose R is a universally QGU-domain, and let M be a maximal ideal 
of R. Then, by Theorem 1.10, there exists a valuation overring V of R centered 
on M. By Proposition 2.68, R � V is quasi-integral, whence RM � VR\M = V is 
integral. In view of Corollary 1.3, we now have that (RM)' 2 V 2 (RM)', whence 
(RM)' = V. However, by Theorem 1 .6, this means that RM is an i-domain. Since M 
was an arbitrary maximal ideal of R, it follows that R is an i-domain (cf. [41, p. 3]). 
(�) Suppose R is an i-domain. Let T be an overring of R and P E  Spec(R) 
such that PT f:. T. Since any i-domain is a going-down domain [41, Corollary 2.13], 
[36, Exercise 37 (i), p. 44] yields a (unique) Q E Spec(T) such that Q nR = P. Thus, 
QTR\P is the unique prime ideal of TR\P such that QTR\PnRp = PRp. However, since 
Rp is a quasilocal i-domain, Theorem 1.6 asserts that ( Rp )' is a valuation domain. 
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Thus, since (TR\P )' is an averring of (RP)', (TR\P )' = (RP)� for some s,p E Spec( (Rp )') 
by Remark 1 . 13 (a) .  
By  integrality, s_il(Rp )�  n TR\P is a maximal ideal of TR\P ·  However, The­
orem 1 .6 asserts that TR\P is quasilocal. Thus, s_il(Rp )� n TR\P = QTR\P, whence 
s_il(Rp )� n Rp = P Rp. Thus, s,p n Rp = P Rp. So s,p is a maximal prime ideal of 
(Rp)' since integral extensions satisfy INC. As s,p is the maximal ideal of (Rp)', we 
have (TR\P)' = (Rp)� = (Rp)' .  In particular, TR\P � (Rp)', and so TR\P is integral 
over Rp. Therefore, the extension R � T is quasi-integral, whence R is a universally 
QGU-domain by Proposition 2.68. □ 
We next obtain a partial analogue of a fundamental result on universally going­
down domains [21 ,  Theorem 2.6] . 
Corollary 2. 70. Let R be a domain. Then the following are equivalent: 
( 1) R is a universally QG U-domain; 
{2} R � R[u] satisfies universally QG U for all u E qf(R) ; 
{3} R � V satisfies universally QGU for all valuation overrings V of R. 
Proof. (1) => (2) , (1) => (3) : These implications follow immediately from the 
definition of a universally QGU-domain. 
(2) => (1) :  Suppose R � R[uJ satisfies universally QGU for all u E qf(R) . Fix 
M E  Max(R) and O � u E qf(R) . Then, by [36, Theorem 55] , either MR[u] � R[u] 
or MR[�] � R[�] - Thus, by Theorem 2.66, either RM � R[u]R\M = RM [u] is integral 
or RM � R[�]R\M = RM [�] is integral. Hence, either u E (RM)' or � E (RM)' .  
However, since u was an arbitrary nonzero element of the quotient field of R, (RM) '  
is a valuation domain. Thus, by Theorem 1 .6, RM is an i-domain. Since M was an 
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arbitrary maximal ideal of R, R must then be an i-domain. Therefore , by Theorem 2. 6 9 ,  R must be a universally QGU-domain , as desired . ( 3) ::::} ( 1): Suppose R � V satisfies universally QGU for all valuation overrings 
V of R. Let M be a maximal ideal of R, and , by Theorem 1. 10 , choose a valuation overring V of R centered on M. Then , by Theorem 2. 66, RM � VR\M = V is an integral extension . Thus , by Corollary 1. 3 , (RM )' 2 V 2 (RM )' , whence (RM )' = V .  However , by Theorem 1. 6, this means that RM is an i-domain. Since M was an ar­bitrary maximal ideal of R, it follows that R is an i-domain. Therefore , by Theorem 2. 6 9 ,  R is a universally QGU-domain . □ We now give a corollary to Theorem 2. 6 9  which exhibits an instance where the notions of "universally QGU-domain" and "universally going-down domain" agree. Corollary 2. 71. Let R be an integrally closed domain. Then the following are equiv­alent: {1} R is a universally QGU-domain; {2} R is a universally going-down domain; {3) R is a Priifer domain. Proof. Combine [21, Corollary 2. 3] with Theorem 2. 6 9  to conclude that both the class of integrally closed universally QGU-domains and the class of integrally closed universally going-down domains are equal to the class of Priifer domains . □ Remark 2. 72. It follows from [22, Theorem 3. 17] that every universally going-down domain is a universally QGU-domain. However , the converse is false. Take , for example , the domain R := IR +  XC[[X ]] .  Observe that R' = C[[X ]] (cf. [3 1, Exercise 49 • " 
17. 1 1  (2)] ) ,  whence R is an i-domain by Theorem 1 .6. Thus, by Theorem 2.69, R is 
a universally QGU-domain. However, by [21 ,  Remark 2.5 (c)] ,  R is not a universally 
going-down domain. 
Motivated by Remark 2. 72, we next provide a corollary to Theorem 2.69 which 
characterizes the universally going-down domains in terms of the universally QGU­
domains. 
Corollary 2.73.  Let R be a domain. Then R is a  universally going-down domain if and only if R is a universally QGU-domain such that R � R' is universally going­down. 
Proof. Suppose R is a  universally going-down domain. Then, by [22, Theorem 3.17} ,  R is a universally QGU-domain, and, by definition, R � R' is universally going-down. 
Conversely, suppose R is a  universally QGU-domain and R � R' is universally going­
down. Then, by Theorem 2.69, R is an i-domain, whence R' is a Priifer domain. 
Therefore, by [21 ,  Theorem 2.4] ,  R is a universally going-down domain. □ 
We conclude this section with the analogous definition of a universally AQGU­
domain and the characterization of universally AQGU-domains as the ai-domains. 
Definition 2.  7 4. Let R be a domain. Then we call R a universally absolutely quasi­going-up domain (or universally A QGU-domain) if R � T satisfies universally quasi­
going-up for each domain T that contains and is algebraic over R. 
Theorem 2.75. Let R be a domain. Then R is a  universally A QGU-domain if and only if R is an ai-domain. 50 .. --.. t • 4 • . ' :. ,.. . .  
Proof. ( =>) Suppose R is a universally AQGU-domain. Then R is a universally QGU-domain, whence, by Theorem 2.69, R is an i-domain. Let M be a maximal ideal of R. Then RM is a quasilocal i-domain, and so (RM)' is a valuation domain by Theorem 1.6. Now, let K be an algebraic closure of qf(R), and let A be the integral closure of RM in K. By Theorem 1.10, choose V to be a valuation domain of K centered on 
M. By Theorem 2.66, R � V is quasi-integral, whence RM � VR\M = V is integral. Thus, by Corollary 1.3, A � V � A, whence A = V. By the INC property of integrality, this means that RM � A is an i-extension. Thus, by (15, Proposition 2.14 (a)) , RM is an ai-domain. Since M was an arbitrary maximal ideal of R, it follows that R is an ai-domain. (-¢::) Suppose R is an ai-domain. Let T be a domain containing and algebraic over R and let P E Spec(R) such that PT # T. Since an ai-domain is a going­down domain (cf. [41, Corollary 2.13)), (36, Exercise 37 (i), p. 44) yields a (unique) Q E Spec(T) such that Q n R = P. Thus, QT R\P is the unique prime ideal of T R\P such that QTn\P nRp = PRp . However, since Rp is a quasilocal ai-domain, Theorem 1.7 asserts that (Rp)' is a Henselian valuation domain. Let S be the integral closure of (Rp)' in qf(T). Observe that Rp � Tn\P im­plies S � (T R\P ) ' ,  and, in fact, it is easy to verify that (T R\P ) ' is an averring of S ( cf. (36, Exercise 35, p. 44]). However, by combining Theorem 1.5 with Theorem 1.4, S is a valuation domain. Thus, (Tn\P )' = S� for some S,lJ E Spec(S) by Remark 1.13 (a). By integrality, S,lJS� nTn\P is a maximal ideal of TR\P · However, Theorem 1.6 asserts that Tn\P is quasilocal. Thus, s,ps� n Tn\P = QTR\P, whence s,ps� n Rp = p Rp. Thus, s,p n Rp = P Rp. So s,p is a maximal prime ideal of S since integral extensions satisfy INC. As S,lJ is the maximal ideal of S, we have (Tn\P )' = S� = S. In partic-51 . ' • .. ,. J 
ular, TR\P � S, and so TR\P is integral over Rp. Therefore, the extension R � T is quasi-integral, whence R is a universally AQGU-domain by Theorem 2.66. □ 
Remark 2.76. Since an i-domain need not be an ai-domain (e.g., non-Henselian valuation domains), a universally QGU-domain need not be a universally AQGU­domain, even when the domain is integrally closed. Thus, Corollary 2. 70 is best possible in the sense that the analogue of [21, Theorem 2.6, (i) ¢:> (ii)] is false for universally QGU-domains. 
6 QUASI-GOING-UP RINGS We conclude this chapter with a generalization of QGU-domains to rings with zero-divisors. More precisely, we will call such rings "QGU-rings", and their definition will be analogous to the going-down rings of Dobbs (cf. [17, p. 2]) .  Proposition 2.78 shows that "QGU-domains" and "QGU-rings" are exactly the same in the case of domains. Our main result (Theorem 2.83) reveals that the concepts of "QGU­domains" and "QGU-rings" are, in fact, exactly the same in a slightly more general context than just domains. 
Definition 2.  77. We say that a ring R is a quasi-going-up ring ( or QG U-ring) if 
R/ P is a quasi-going-up domain for each PE Spec(R). Proposition 2.78 follows immediately from Proposition 2.33 and makes explicit the fact that QGU-rings are, indeed, a generalization of QGU-domains. 
Proposition 2.  78. Let R be an integral domain. Then R is a QG U-ring if and only 
if R is a  QGU-domain. 
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Clearly , it follows from Corollary 2. 8 that every QGU-ring is a going-down ring. Moreover , QG U-rings have basic internal and external properties similar to those of going-down rings. In particular , Proposition 2.7 9  establishes the analogue of [17 ,  Proposition 2. 1] for QGU-rings. The proof of Proposition 2.7 9  follows the proof of [17 ,  Proposition 2. 1] , mutatis mutandis, given the information developed in earlier sections concerning QGU-domains. 
Proposition 2. 79. ( a) Let R be a ring. Then R is a QG U-ring if and only if R/ Po is a QGU-domain for each P0 E Min(R). {b} The property of being a QGU-ring is a local property. Moreover, the class of QG U-rings is stable under the formation of factor rings and finite products. (c) If R is a ring such that dim(R ) � 1, then R is a QGU-ring. ( d} Each chained ring {that is, a ring whose set of ideals is linearly ordered by inclusion} is a QGU-ring. More generally, each pseudo-valuation ring {in the sense of {9]} is a QG U-ring. Remark 2.80. ( cf. [17 ,  Remark (b )] )  Any "locally pseudo-valuation ring" is a QGU­ring; in particular , any "locally chained" ring is a QGU-ring (cf. [3, Corollary 4] ). We now seek to develop a result analogous to [17 ,  Corollary 2. 6]. Specifically ,  we ask under what conditions does the "QGU behavior of overrings" approach to QGU-domains actually serve to characterize QGU-rings. Like [17 , Corollary 2. 6] , we find an answer for rings in which O is a primary ideal. Proposition 2. 81 establishes some basic facts concerning these rings. 
Proposition 2.81 . Let R be a ring in which O is a primary ideal. Then (a) {17, Proposition 2. 3 {b}} R has a unique minimal prime ideal, say P, and Rp = tq(R) . 
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{b) 0 is a primary ideal of every overring of R. 
( c) If T is an overring of R, then P Rp n T is the unique minimal prime ideal 
of T. 
Proof. (b) Let T be an overring of R. Given the fact that R � T � Rp = tq(R), it is a simple matter to show that every zero-divisor of T is nilpotent (as this is the case for R) . Thus, 0 is a primary ideal of T (cf .  [2, p. 50]). ( c) Let T be an overring of R, and, by parts (a) and (b), let Q be the unique minimal prime ideal of T. By [36, Exercise 1, p. 41 ], there exists a prime ideal in Rp which contracts to Q. However, P Rp is the only prime ideal of Rp . □ We next generalize Theorem 2.7 to rings where O is a primary ideal. 
Proposition 2.82. Let R be a ring in which O is a primary ideal. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
{ 1} R � T satisfies QG U for every quasilocal overring T of R; 
{2} R � T satisfies QG U for every quasilocal treed overring T of R; 
{3} R � T satisfies QLO for every overring T of R; 
(4) R � T satisfies QLO for every quasilocal overring T of R; 
(5) R � T satisfies QLO for every quasilocal treed overring T of R; 
{6} R � T satisfies GD for every overring T of R; 
(7) R is a going-down ring. 
Proof. (1) ::::} (2) :  Trivial. (2) ::::} (5) : Apply Proposition 2.4. (1) ::::} (3) : Suppose (1) and fix an overring T of R. Let P be the unique minimal prime ideal of R and put Q := PRp n T. Then T/Q is an overring of 54 ,• • L . . 
the domain R/ P. Moreover, by (1), it follows by straightforward calculations that 
R/ P � S satisfies QGU for every quasilocal overring S of R/ P. Thus, by Theorem 
2.7 [(2) => (6)), R/P � T/Q satisfies QLO. Therefore, R � T satisfies QLO. 
(3) => ( 4) => (5): Trivial. 
(5) => (6): Suppose (5). By [17, Corollary 2.6] and [17, Proposition 2.1 (a)], it 
is enough to show that R/ P is a going-down domain where P is the unique minimal 
prime ideal of R. However, since R � T satisfies QLO for every quasilocal treed 
overring T of R, it follows easily that R/ P � V satisfies QLO for every valuation 
overring V of R/P. Thus, Theorem 2.7 [(9) => (10)] ensures that R/P is a going-down 
domain, as desired. 
(6) => (1): Suppose (6). Then, by [17, Corollary 2.6], R/ P is a going-down 
domain where P is the unique minimal prime ideal of R. Let T be a quasilocal 
overring of R and Q the unique minimal prime ideal of T. Then T / Q is a quasilocal 
overring of R/P. Thus, by Theorem 2.7 [(10) => (2)], R/P � T/Q satisfies QGU. 
Therefore, it must be the case that R � T satisfies QGU, as desired. 
(6) ¢:> (7): This is a restatement of [17, Corollary 2.6]. □ 
We can now provide the analogue of [17, Corollary 2.6] for QGU-rings. 
Theorem 2.83. Let R be a ring in which O is a primary ideal. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
{1} R � T satisfies QGU for each averring T of R; 
{2} R � T satisfies QG U for each averring T of R with at most two maximal 
ideals; 
{3} R is a QG U-ring. 
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Proof. (1)  => (2) : Trivial. 
(2) => (3) : Suppose R � T satisfies QGU for each overring T of R with at 
most two maximal ideals. By Proposition 2.79 (a) , it suffices to show that R/ P is a 
QGU-domain, where P is the unique minimal prime ideal of R. Since R � T satisfies 
QGU for each quasilocal overring T of R, R � T satisfies GD for each overring T of 
R by Proposition 2.82. Thus, by [17, Corollary 2.6] , R is a going-down ring, and so 
R/ P is a going-down domain. 
Assume that R/ P is not a QGU-domain. Then, by the proof of Theorem 
2.40, there exists a nonmaximal prime ideal S,lJ of R/ P, a maximal ideal rot of R/ P, 
and a Bezout overring S of R/ P with exactly two maximal ideals SJ11 and SJ12 such 
that S,lJ � rot, SJ12 n R/ P = s.p, and SJ11 n R/ P = rot. Let 1r: Rp ➔ Rp / P Rp be the 
canonical surjection. Then R � R + PRp � 1r-1 (S) � Rp = tq(R) , whence 1r-1 (S) 
is an overring of R with exactly two maximal ideals. However, R � 1r- 1 (S) does not 
satisfy QG U, the desired contradiction. 
(3) => ( 1 ) :  Suppose R is a  QGU-ring. Then R/ P is a QGU-domain, where P is 
the unique minimal prime ideal of R. Fix an overring T of R and let Q be the unique 
minimal prime ideal of T. Then T /Q is an averring of R/ P, whence R/ P � T /Q 
satisfies QG U. A straightforward calculation then shows that R � T must also satisfy 
QGU. □ 
Remark 2.84. (a) By considering Proposition 2.82 and the fact that not every going­
down domain is a QGU-domain (cf. Example 2. 18) , it is clear that "at most two" in 
condition (2) of Theorem 2.83 is best possible. 
(b) We mention here that there are examples to show the necessity of the 
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hypothesis that O is a primary ideal of R in Theorem 2 . 83. Specifically , first let R be the one-dimensional going-down ring constructed by Dobbs in [17 ,  Example 1, p. 9]. Dobbs showed that this R has an averring T such that R � T does not satisfy GD. So , by Proposition 2. 82 ,  R � T fails to satisfy QGU for some quasilocal treed averring T of R. Nevertheless , by Proposition 2.7 9 (c ), R is a  QGU-ring. Note also that in this example , 0 is not a primary ideal of R and , in fact , R has exactly two minimal prime ideals. Next , let R be the non-going-down ring constructed by Dobbs in [17 ,  Example 2 ,  p .  11] which has the property that tq(R) = R. Then , trivially , R � T satisfies QGU for each averring T of R. However , since R is not a going-down ring , R cannot be a QGU-ring. (c ) As mentioned by Dobbs in [17 ,  Remark (b ), p. 11], the one-dimensional going-down ring in part (b) above is not treed. Hence , arbitrary QGU-rings need not be treed . However , as noted by Dobbs in the same remark , going-down rings (and , thus , QGU-rings ) satisfy the following weaker condition: if P0 � M for some Po E Min(R) and M E Max(R ), then the set { P E Spec(R )  I Po � P � M }  is linearly ordered by inclusion . 
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Chapter 3 
GENERALIZED GOING,-UP 
HOMOMORPHISMS 1 INTRODUCTION The following chapter has already appeared in publication with very few changes. The citation is as follows: A. J. Hetzel, Generalized going-up homomorphisms of commutative rings, pp. 255-266 in Commutative Ring Theory and Applications, Lecture Notes Pure Appl . Math. ,  231, Dekker, New York, 2002 . We kindly thank Marcel Dekker, Inc. for granting us permission to include the work in this dissertation. Adapting the notation in Definition 1 . 1 ,  we now let GU, GD, and LO de­note the going-up, going-down, and lying-over properties, respectively, for ring ho-59 
momorphisms. As well, suppose that /:  R ➔ T is a ring homomorphism. Consider X = { Pi : i E /},  a subset of Spec(R) . (The notation is generally taken so that Pi '=/; Pi whenever i '=/; j;  as a result, IX I  = I I I .) A subset Y = { Qi : i E /} of 
Spec(T) is said to cover (or to dominate) X if 1-1 (Qi) = � for each i E /. (By the 
notational convention, Qi '=/; Qi if i '=/; j,  and so IY I  = I I I .) As in [25] , we say that / is 
a chain morphism if, for each chain X in Spec( R) , there exists a chain Y in Spec(T) 
such that Y covers X. Furthermore, as in [25] , a chain X is called a local chain if 
X has a (necessarily unique) maximal element, namely U(X) ,  and a ring homomor­
phism f: R ➔ T is said to satisfy the generalized going-down property (GGD) if the 
following holds: for each local chain X in Spec(R) and each Q E Spec(T) such that 
1- 1 (Q) = U(X) , there exists a local chain Y in Spec(T) such that U(Y) = Q and Y 
covers X. As in [25] (and [5] ) ,  a f: Spec(T) ➔ Spec(R) will be the associated map 
that takes Q to 1-1 ( Q) . 
Let f: R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism. The next three definitions are from 
[5] . We say that / is integral if T is integral as a (commutative) R-algebra (via !) ;  
f is said to be flat if T is flat as an R-module (via J) - i.e., the functor T®R is exact; / is said to be faithfully flat if T is flat as an R-module (via /) and whenever T ®R S = 0 for some R-module S, then S = 0. Also, f is said to be pure if f (R) is a 
pure submodule of T - i.e. , f (R)nrT = r f (R) for all r E R. By  the patch topology (cf. 
[34, p. 45] ) on Spec(R) (which, by [2, p. 48] , is identical to the constructible topology 
[32] on Spec(R)) ,  we mean the topology on Spec(R) whose closed sets are the images 
of the maps a f: Spec(T) ➔ Spec(R) arising from all ring homomorphisms f: R ➔ T. 
Finally, by the flat topology (cf. [24, p. 560] ) on Spec(R) , we mean the topology on 
Spec(R) whose closed sets are the images of the maps a f: Spec(T) ➔ Spec(R) arising 
from all flat ring homomorphisms f: R ➔ T. 
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In [25), Dobbs, Fontana, and Picavet have considered the question of when 
a ring homomorphism /: R ➔ T satisfies GGD. In this chapter, we consider the 
question of when a ring homomorphism /: R ➔ T satisfies the analogous generalized 
going-up property (GGU), which is introduced in Definition 3.4. 
2 GENERALIZED GOING-UP 
Let R be a ring and X a subset of Spec(R). Following [43], we define 'R(X) := 
n{ P : P E X}. Observe that if X is a chain, then 'R(X) E Spec(R) [36, Theorem 9]. 
A chain X is called a rooted chain if X has a (necessarily unique) minimal element. 
If X is a chain, then X U  {'R(X)} is a rooted chain; in fact, a chain X is a rooted 
chain if and only if 'R( X) E X. 
We begin with a result whose statement and proof are dual to those of (25, 
Proposition 2 .1]. 
Proposition 3 .1 .  Let f: R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism. Then: 
(a) If a rooted chain Y in Spec(T) covers a subset X of Spec(R), then X is a 
rooted chain. 
(b} If a chain Y in Spec(T) covers a rooted chain X in Spec(R), then Y is a 
rooted chain and 1-1 ('R(Y)) = 'R(X) . 
(c) If f is a chain morphism and X is a rooted chain in Spec(R), then X is 
covered by some rooted chain Y in Spec(T) and 1- 1('R.(Y)) = 'R(X). 
Proof. (a) By the above observation, X is a chain. If P E  X, there exists Q E Y such 
that 1-1(Q) = P, whence P � 1- 1('R(Y)). It follows that 'R(X) = 1- 1('R.(Y)) E X, 
and so X is a rooted chain. 
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(b) Choose Q E Y such that f -1 (Q) = 'R(X) . If Q1 C Q E Y, then f-1 (Qi ) C f -1 (Q) , contradicting the fact that f- 1 {Q) = 'R(X) � f-1 {Q1 ) .  Thus, 'R(Y) = Q E Y, and so Y is a rooted chain. Then f-1 {'R(Y)) = 'R(X) by the proof of (a) . 
(c) Apply {b) . o 
The next proposition provides for the lifting of chains of prime ideals in a ring 
to a chain of prime ideals in a valuation domain. Its statement and proof are dual to 
those of [25, Proposition 2.4] .  
Proposition 3.2.  Let R be a ring and let X be a subset of Spec(R) . Then: (a) {25, Proposition 2. 4 (a)] If X is a chain, then its patch closure xc is also a chain. {b) {25, Proposition 2.4 {b)] X is a chain if and only if there exists a ring homomorphism R ➔ V and a chain Y in Spec(V) such that V is a valuation domain and Y covers X. { c) X is a rooted chain if and only if there exists a ring homomorphism f :  R ➔ V and a rooted chain Y in Spec(V) such that V is a valuation domain, Y covers X, and J- 1 (R(Y) )  = R(X) .  
Proof. (c) The " if' assertion follows from Proposition 3 . 1  (a) . The " only if' asser­
tion follows by combining {b) with Proposition 3 .1  (b) . □ 
Corollary 3.3.  Let R be a ring, X a chain in Spec(R) , and P E Spec(R) such that 'R(X) 2 P.  Then there exists a ring homomorphism f :  R ➔ V, a chain Y in Spec(V), and Q E Spec(V) such that V is a valuation domain, Y covers X, f -1 (Q) = P, and 'R(Y) 2 Q. 
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Proof. We dualize the proof of [25 ,  Corollary 2.5). Apply Proposition 3. 2 (c ) to the rooted chain X U  {P }, to obtain a suitable rooted chain Z in Spec(V ). It suffices to take Q = 'R(Z); and Y = Z (resp. , Z\ { Q }) if P E X (resp. , P ¢. X ). □ We refer the reader to [25) for further results on chain morphisms and cover-ings. We now proceed to the key definition of this chapter . 
Definition 3.4. A ring homomorphism f: R ➔ T is said to satisfy the generalized going-up property (GGU) if the following holds: for each rooted chain X in Spec(R ) and each Q E Spec(T) such that 1-1 (Q) = 'R(X) , there exists a rooted chain Y in Spec(T) such that 'R.(Y) = Q and Y covers X. Kang-Oh [35) have recently identified that , for extensions of commutative rings , what we are calling the GGU-property is equivalent to what they have called the SCLO-property. It is straightforward to verify that this equivalence holds for ar­bitrary ring homomorphisms. Moreover , using [35 , Corollary 12], one can easily show that GU and SCLO (and , hence , GGU) are equivalent for arbitrary ring homomor­phisms (the implication GGU => GU being obvious ). Nevertheless ,  we have retained the GGU formulations in the following results , to best convey the intended spirit and the role of chain morphisms. In any event , we should stress that the assertions given after Proposition 3.5 for (G)GU are new , i.e. , they are not superceded by [35 ]. For historical reasons , we now record an instance where the implication GU 
=> GG U was shown to be true. 
Proposition 3.5. {18, Theorem] Let R be a ring such that each chain in Spec(R) is well-ordered via inclusion. Then a ring homomorphism/: R ➔ T satisfies GGU if 
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{ and only if} f satisfies GU. Of course, the two concepts of "GGU" and "chain morphism" are logically independent: if R is a ring of non-zero (Krull) dimension and P is not a minimal prime of R, then the canonical projection R � R/ P is not a chain morphism but does satisfy GG U; if R is a ring of non-zero (Krull) dimension and x is an indeterminate over R, then [36, Exercise 3, p. 41] gives that the canonical injection R � R[x] is a chain morphism that does not satisfy GU and, hence, does not satisfy GGU. Nevertheless, we do have the following connection between "GGU" and "chain morphism" which dualizes [25, Proposition 3.2]. Its simple proof is left to the reader. 
Proposition 3.6.  Let f: R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism. Then: {a) If f satisfies LO and GGU, then f is a chain morphism. {b) If a f is injective and f is a chain morphism, then f satisfies G GU. Let /: R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism and let PE Spec(R). It is well known that O 1- 1(P),  the so-called topological fiber of P (with respect to f ), is homeomorphic to Spec( (Rp/PRp) ®n T) in both the Zariski topology and the flat topology. One calls (Rp/PRp) ®R T �  Tp/PTp the fiber of f at P; its associated reduced ring, Tp/�, is called the reduced fiber (of f at P} as noted in [25]. It is easy to show, via Zorn's Lemma and [36, Theorem 9], that each element of a 1- 1(P) is contained in some maximal element of a J- 1(P) and contains some minimal element of a J- 1(P). It follows that a 1- 1 (P) has a unique maximal (resp., unique minimal) element if and only if the reduced fiber of f at P is a quasilocal ring (resp., an integral domain) ; that is (cf. [43, Lemme 2.5]) ,  if and only if a J-1(P) is irreducible in the flat (resp., Zariski) topology. 
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The next result , which dualizes [25 ,  Proposition 3.3 ], introduces a useful ar­gument . 
Proposition 3. 7. If T is a quasilocal treed ring and f :  R -+ T is a chain morphism, then f satisfies G GU. Proof. Consider a rooted chain X = {Pi : i E J }  in Spec(R )  and Q E Spec(T) such that 1-1 (Q ) = 'll(X ) . Since / is a chain morphism , Proposition 3. 1 (c ) provides a rooted chain Y = {Qi : i E J }  in Spec(T) that covers X ,  with J- 1 (7l(Y )) = 'll(X ). Choose (the unique ) j _E I such that Pi = 'll(X ). Then Qi = 'R(Y ). If Qi = Q ,  then Y is the desired rooted chain Z in Spec(T) such that 'll(Z ) = Q and Z covers 
X. If Q C  Qi , then Z := (Y\{Qi }) U {Q } suffices. Since Tis quasilocal treed , there is only one remaining case , namely , Qi C Q.  For this case , it also suffices to take 
Z := (Y\{Qi }) U {Q }. D We next infer a dual of [25 ,  Corollary 3 . 4] .  
Corollary 3.8. Let T be a quasilocal treed ring. Let f :  R -+ T be a ring homomor­phism that satisfies both LO and GD. Then f satisfies GGU. Proof. If P E Im(a / ), then T quasilocal treed implies that a J-1 (P) has a unique maximal element and a unique minimal element; that is , each reduced fiber of / is a quasilocal integral domain . The conclusion therefore follows by combining [25 ,  The­orem 2.3 ] and the proof of Proposition 3. 7. □ By reworking the proof of Proposition 3. 7, we next find a companion result; this is the dual of [25 ,  Corollary 3 .5 ]. 
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Corollary 3.9. Let f :  R ➔ T be a chain morphism that satisfies at least one of the following two conditions: {i} T is treed and each reduced fiber of f is quasilocal; {ii} Each (Zariski-} irreducible component of Spec(T) is a chain {via inclusion) and each reduced fiber of f is an integral domain. Then f satisfies GG U. 
Proof. We proceed to rework the proof of Proposition 3.7. It suffices to verify that 
Q; and Q are comparable via inclusion. In case (i) , this follows since B is treed and 
Qi , Q are each contained in ( any maximal ideal of T that contains) the unique maxi­
mal element of a f- 1 (P1) .  An essentially "dual" proof is available if (ii) holds. Indeed, 
Q;, Q each contain the unique minimal element I of a f-1 (P1 ) .  Using Zorn's Lemma, 
choose a minimal prime ideal N of T such that N � I [36, Theorem 10] .  Then Q; , Q 
are each in the (Zariski-) irreducible set V(N) , which is a chain by hypothesis, whence 
Qi and Q are comparable. □ 
In [25, Remark 3. 7] , Dobbs, Fontana, and Picavet showed that it is possible to 
characterize GG D in terms of chains that are not necessarily local chains. We next 
note that there is an analogous characterization of GGU in terms of chains that are not 
necessarily rooted chains. Indeed, it is easy to see that a ring homomorphism f: R ➔ 
T satisfies GGU if and only if the following holds: for each chain X in Spec(R) , each 
P E  Spec(R) such that P � 'R(X) , and each Q E a f- 1 (P) , there exists a chain Y in 
Spec(T) such that Q � 'R.(Y) and Y covers X. 
We next collect some useful facts about the GG U property which are dual to 
those in [25,  Proposition 3.8] .  The easy proof of Proposition 3.10 is left to the reader. 
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Proposition 3.10. (a) Let f: R ➔ T and g: T ➔ U be ring homomorphisms. If f and g each satisfies G GU, so does g o f .  If g satisfies LO and g o f satisfies G GU, then f satisfies G GU. {b} If f is a ring homomorphism, then the following seven conditions are equivalent: ( 1} f satisfies G GU; {2} fs : Rs ➔ Ts := T ®R Rs satisfies GGU for each multiplicatively closed subset S of R; {3} fp: Rp ➔ Tp := T ®R Rp satisfies GGU for each P E  Spec(R) ; (4) Rp ➔ TQ satisfies GG U for each Q E Spec(T) and P := 1- 1 (Q) ; (5) R/1 ➔ T/IT satisfies GG U for each ideal I of R; {6} R/ P ➔ T / PT satisfies GGU for each minimal prime ideal P of R; {7} f red satisfies G GU. {c) Let fi : � ➔ 11 (i = 1 ,  . . .  , n) be finitely many ring homomorphisms. Then the induced map R1 x · · · x Rn ➔ T1 x · · · x Tn satisfies GGU if and only if Ii satisfies GGU for each i .  If R1 = . . .  = Rn =: R, then the induced map R ➔ T1 x · · · x Tn satisfies GGU if and only if Ii satisfies GGU for each i. We say that a ring homomorphism /: R ➔ T is a max morphism if 1-1 (Q) is a maximal ideal of R for each maximal ideal Q of T. It is evident that if a ring homomorphism f satisfies GU, then f is a max morphism. As in [7] , we call a ring a pm-ring if every prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal (for example, any quasilocal ring is a pm-ring) . We then have the following analogue of [25 , Theorem 
3.9] .  
Theorem 3. 11 .  Let R be a pm-ring ring and a going-down ring and let f: R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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( 1) f is a max morphism; {2} f satisfies GU; {3} f satisfies GGU. Proof. By the above comments , ( 3) => ( 2) => ( 1). It remains to show that if f is a max morphism , X a rooted chain in Spec(R) and Q E Spec(T ) such that 
1- 1 (Q) = 'R.(X ), then there exists a rooted chain Y in Spec(T) such that 'R.(Y) = Q and Y covers X. There is no harm in replacing R with R/'R.(X) , T with T/Q, and f with R(R(X) � T /Q. Hence , without loss of generality , R � T are integral domains and R is a quasilocal going- down domain . Now , take M to be a maximal ideal of 
T such that M n  R is the maximal ideal of R. By Theorem 1. 10 , choose a valuation overring (V, N) of T such that N n T = M. Of course , V is quasilocal and treed. Moreover , R � V satisfies GD since R is a  going-down domain. As well , since R � V satisfies GD and every prime ideal of R survives in V, R � V satisfies LO. Hence , by Corollary 3.8, R � V satisfies GGU. Thus , there exists a rooted chain Z = { Qi } in Spec(V ) such that Z covers X and 'R.(Z) = {O} . Then, by Proposition 3. 1 (b ), 
Y := { Qi n T} has the desired properties . D Proposition 3. 6 (b) illustrated that GGU-theoretic consequences can ensue in the presence of a ring homomorphism f for which a f is injective. We next pursue this theme by enhancing the set-theoretic restriction with a topological one . Specif­ically , as in (25] , we say that a continuous function f: X ➔ Y of topological spaces is a topological immersion if the induced map X ➔ J(X) is a homeomorphism (that is , injective and either open or closed ). It is straightforward to verify that a con­tinuous map /:  X ➔ Y is a topological immersion if and only if / is injective and 
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J- 1(/(Z)) = Z for each subset Z of X .  (As usual, if T is a topological space and 
A � T, then A represents the closure of A in T.) Our main interest here concerns ring homomorphisms f: R ➔ T for which a f:  Spec(T) ➔ Spec(R) is a topological immersion ( relative to the Zariski topology); in such a case, we also call f a topological immersion. There are many ring-theoretic characterizations of such f. A particularly useful characterization is given next. 
Proposition 3 . 12. Let f: R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism. Then: {a} {25, Proposition 3. 20} The following two conditions are equivalent: (1) If Q1 and Q2 are prime ideals of T such that f-1(Qi) � f-1(Q2), then Q1 � Q2 ; ( 2) f is a topological immersion. (b) Suppose that the equivalent conditions in ( a) hold and that a subset Y of Spec(T) covers a subset X of Spec(R). Then Y is a chain (resp. , rooted chain} if and only if X is a chain (resp., rooted chain}. 
Proof. (b) In view of Proposition 3.1 (a), (b), it remains only to show that if 
X =: {�} is a chain in Spec(R), then so is Y =: {Qi} where Y is a subset of Spec(T) that covers X. As f-1(Qi) = � for each i, the conclusion follows from condition (1) in Proposition 3 . 12  (a) . □ We next mention a family of examples of ring homomorphisms that were noted in [25] to induce topological immersions; the verifications follow most readily by check­ing condition (1) in Proposition 3.12. The family consists of the flat epimorphisms ( that is, the flat maps R ➔ T such that the induced multiplication map T ®R T ➔ T is an isomorphism) . In particular, the structure map of any ring of fractions R ➔ Rs 
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is a topological immersion. The next result is the dual of (25, Corollary 3.21]. 
Corollary 3 .13.  Let f :  R --+  T be a ring homomorphism. Then the following condi­
tions are equivalent: 
( 1) a f is injective and f satisfies GU; 
{2} f is a topological immersion and satisfies GGU. 
Proof. (2) => (1) trivially . Conversely, assume (1). One then readily verifies con­dition (1) in Proposition 3.12, and so f is a topological immersion. Next, to verify that f satisfies GGU, consider a rooted chain X = {Pi} in Spec(R) and Q E Spec(T) such that f-1 (Q) = 'R(X) . For each i, take Qi to be the unique element of O f-1 (Pi) ­It follows from (1) that � � P; entails Qi � Q; . Accordingly, Y := {Qi}  is a rooted chain in Spec(T) such that 'R(Y) = Q and Y covers X, as desired. □ The next result is the dual of (25, Corollary 3.22]. 
Corollary 3 .14. Let f :  R --+  T be a ring homomorphism such that a f is a topological 
immersion with closed image. Then the induced inclusion of rings R/ker(f) '--+ T 
satisfies GGU. 
Proof. Put I := ker(f) . We begin with a fact that depends only on f being a ring homomorphism, namely, that Im(0 !) = V(I) . (To fashion a proof, recall that minimal prime ideals of a base ring are lain over from any ring extension (36, Exercise 1, p. 41] and Zariski-closed sets are stable under specialization.) Under the given assumptions, it follows that Im(0 !) = V(I) . Our task is to show that if X is a rooted chain in Spec(R/ /) and Q E Spec(T) lies over 'R(X), then there exists a rooted chain Y in Spec(T) such that 'R(Y) = Q and 70 
Y covers X. Of course, X induces a rooted chain Z in Spec(R) such that Z � V(J) 
and Q lies over 'R(Z) . We shall show that Y := a 1- 1 (Z) has the asserted properties. 
Indeed, since a f is a topological immersion, it follows via condition (1) in Proposi­
tion 3.12 that Y is a chain. Moreover, Y is a rooted chain, with 'R(Y) = Q. Now, 
a f (Y) = Znlm(0 /) = ZnV(I ) = Z. Finally, Y covers X since Spec(T) ➔ Spec(R/ I )  
is an injection. □ 
Next, we have the dual of [25, Corollary 3.23}. 
Corollary 3. 15. Let f be a ring homomorphism. Then: ( a) If f is an injection and a f is a topological immersion with closed image, then f satisfies GGU. {b} Suppose that for all Q E Spec(T) and P := 1-1(Q), the induced map Rp ➔ TQ is an injection whose corresponding map Spec(TQ) ➔ Spec(Rp) is a topological immersion with closed image. Then f satisfies GG U. 
Proof. (a) is immediate from Corollary 3.14; to prove (b), combine (a) and Propo­
sition 3.10 (b). □ 
The next result is the dual of [25, Corollary 3.24] . For applications of Corollary 
3.16, it is useful to have examples of ring homomorphisms g:  R ➔ S that are univer­
sally topological immersions. Among these, we mention flat epimorphic g, surjective g, and g such that a g is a universal homeomorphism. (The verification that each of 
these is a universally topological immersion is straightforward by using criterion (a) 
in Proposition 3.12.) 
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Corollary 3. 16.  Let f :  R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism such that a f is injective and 
f satisfies GU. Let g: R ➔ S be a ring homomorphism that is universally a topological 
immersion. Then the induced ring homomorphism h: S ➔ S ®R T satisfies GGU. 
Proof. Put U := S ® R T. Our task is to show that if X is a rooted chain in Spec( S) and Q E Spec(U) satisfies h- 1 (Q) = 'R.(X), then there exists a rooted chain Y in Spec(U) such that 'R.(Y) = Q and Y covers X. As 0g is injective, it follows from Proposition 3 .1  (a), (b) that W := 0g(X) is a rooted chain in Spec(R) such that g-1 ('R.(X)) = 'R.(W) . Now, since Corollary 3. 13 ensures that / satisfies GGU, there exists a rooted chain Z in Spec(T) such that 1-1 ('R.(Z)) = 'R.(W) and Z covers W. Next, since X and Z have the same index set, we can use Theorem 1 .14 to produce the individual elements of a subset Y of Spec(U) such that Y covers X (relative to 
h) and Y covers Z (relative to the canonical ring homomorphism j: T ➔ U) . As the hypothesis on g ensures that j is a topological immersion, Proposition 3. 12 (b) yields that Y is a rooted chain. Finally, we shall show that 'R.(Y) = Q. By Proposition 3. 1 (b), j-1 ('R.(Y)) = 'R.(Z) . Therefore, 
0 (j o J) ('R.(Y)) = /-1 (j-1 ('R.(Y))) = /-1 ('R.(Z)) = 
'R.(W) = 9-l ('R.(X)) = 9-l (h-l (Q)) = a (h o g) (Q) = a (j o J) (Q) .  Since a (j o !) = a f o a j is a composite of injections, 'R.(Y) = Q. □ 3 2-CHAIN MORPHISMS By analogy with the definition of "chain morphism", we can define a 2-chain morphism as follows. 
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Definition 3.17. [25] We say that a ring homomorphism f: R ➔ T is a 2-chain 
morphism (or, as in [42, p. 528], subtrusive) if the following condition is satisfied: 
for all prime ideals Pi � P2 of R, there exist prime ideals Q1 � Q2 of T such that 
f-
1(Qi) = pi for i = 1, 2 .  
It is easy to see that any ring homomorphism f that satisfies LO and either GU or GD 
must be a 2-chain morphism. As noted in [42, p. 538], examples of universally 2-chain 
morphisms include the ring homomorphisms f that are pure, the f that satisfy LO 
and are universally going-down, and the f that satisfy LO and are integral. For us, 
the most important examples of universally 2-chain morphisms are special cases of 
the last two classes just mentioned, namely, the faithfully flat ring homomorphisms 
and (thanks to the result on pullbacks of schemes given in Theorem 1.14 and the 
Lying-over Theorem [36, Theorem 44]) the injective integral ring homomorphisms. 
Before stating a useful characterization of universally 2-chain morphisms, we 
recall the following definitions. If f: R ➔ T is a ring homomorphism, the torsion ideal 
of f is T(f) := { t E T : there exists a non-zero-divisor r E R such that f (r)t = O};  
and f is called torsion-free if T(f) = 0. Proposition 3. 18. {Picavet {42, Theoreme 37{a), p. 556 and Proposition 16, p. 
543]} Let f: R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
( 1) If R ➔ V is a ring homomorphism for which V is a valuation domain 
and the induced map V ➔ V ® R T =: S has torsion ideal I, then the induced ring 
homomorphism V ➔ S / I is faithfully flat; 
{2} f is a universally 2-chain morphism. 
Observe that LO is a universal property (as can be seen via Theorem 1. 14); 
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and, of course, so is "integral". Accordingly, [18, Remark ( d)] actually establishes that any integral ring homomorphism that satisfies LO (for instance, any injective integral map) must be a universally chain morphism. We next record a substantial generalization of this fact. 
Theorem 3.19.  {25, Theorem 3. 26} A ring homomorphism f :  R ➔ T is a univer­sally chain morphism if and only if f is a universally 2-chain morphism. We next infer the duals of (25, Corollary 3.27-Corollary 3.29]. 
Corollary 3.20. Universally {2-} chain morphisms descend both GGU and GU. More precisely: if f :  R ➔ T is a ring homomorphism and g :  R ➔ S is a universally (2-) chain morphism such that the induced map h :  S ➔ S®R T  =: U satisfies GGU (resp. , GU), then f satisfies GGU (resp. , GU). 
Proof. We give a proof for the "GGU" assertion, as it carries over for the "GU" assertion. Consider a rooted chain X in Spec(R) and Q E Spec(T) such that 1- 1 (Q) = 'R.(X).  Since g is a chain morphism, there exists a chain Z in Spec(S) such that Z covers X. By Proposition 3 . 1  (b), Z is a rooted chain and g- 1 ('R(Z)) = 'R(X) . As R(Z) and Q each lie over R(X) , the oft-used fact about pullbacks of schemes in Theorem 1.14 supplies J E Spec(U) such that J lies over R(Z) in Spec(S) and J lies over Q in Spec(T). Since h satisfies GGU, there exists a rooted chain W in Spec(U) such that 'R(W) = J and W covers Z. If j denotes the canonical ring homomorphism T ➔ U, then the chain Y := 0j (W) covers X. Moreover, by Proposition 3.1 (b), Y is a rooted chain satisfying Q = j- 1 (J) = j-1 ('R.(W)) = 'R.(Y) . Therefore, f satisfies GGU. □ 
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Corollary 3 .21.  Universally {2-} chain morphisms descend universally going-up (universally GG U} . 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 3. 20 via standard tensor product identities that any universally ( 2- )  chain morphism descends universally GGU. □ 
Corollary 3.22. Let f :  R ➔ T be a ring homomorphism, and let r 1 , . . .  r n be finitely many elements of R such that (r1 , . . .  , rn) = R. Then f satisfies GGU if and only if the induced ring homomorphism I i  : Rr. ➔ Tr, satisfies G GU for all i = 1, . . .  , n .  
Proof. The "only if' assertion is immediate from Proposition 3. 10 (b ). For the converse, assume that each I i  satisfies GGU. By Proposition 3. 10 (c ), so does the induced map n Rr. ➔ n Tr. .  Of course, n Tr. rv (TT R,.. ) ®R T; and R ➔ n Rr. is faithfully flat , hence a universally 2-chain morphism. Hence , by Corollary 3. 20 ,  / satisfies GGU. D 
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